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A Message from David Limbert – Chairman PANSA Eastern Cape
The Youth Theatre project was developed to address specific needs in our region, these being:
• A lack of Theatre experience opportunities (out of school) for youth interested in the Performing Arts;
• No viable employment prospects for performing arts practitioners in the region;
• No opportunities for mentorship and skill sharing to take place;
• A generational skills gap, due to people having to seek employment out of the region;
• Local experience where available only focused on acting and dance.
In my personal opinion, a project of this size could only have happened with the support and dedication of a
strong organising team. In our region this worked best relying on a very dedicated and close-knit
community of professionals working on a volunteer basis, with only minimal paid administration organisers
keeping the cogs oiled.
The fact that the project was a success, and that we have ignited a passion in the youth from all
communities, has to be credited to these people and their dedication.
The experience, while extremely hard work and taxing on all our time and resources, has been one that is
incredibly rewarding. Knowing that we have changed lives, by developing life skills, providing an
opportunity to discover possible future careers, connecting the youth and theatre communities across the
city and reigniting a spark of passion for the performing arts, provides all the motivation required to
recommend anyone take part in a similar project.
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1.1 What is a Youth Theatre Project (YTP)?
The goal of a Youth Theatre Project (YTP) is to allow young people aged 15 to 25 years with an interest in any aspect of
theatre, the opportunity to receive training from experienced theatre practitioners in each aspect of theatre-making and then to
apply this training to the staging of a production. Participants in the project could have some experience gained from working
on school productions and with local amateur companies or may have an interest in theatre but no prior opportunity to learn
about the different functions and how they come together to put on a show.
The Project Management Team is the Producer of the production and every line function below producer level is performed by a
young person or team of young people. At each step during the process participants receive mentoring by industry experts
which culminates in performance of the selected work/s.

The young people who participate in the project:
Learn more about different theatrical disciplines;
Gain a better understanding of the entire process of putting on a production;
Have the opportunity to specialise in an area that interests them and continue their learning with a Mentor;
Develop a wide range of personal and interpersonal skills including;
Improved self-confidence
Better communication skills
Leadership capabilities
Collaboration and teamwork
Planning and organising
Creative problem solving
Giving and receiving feedback
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1.2 The PANSA Eastern Cape Youth Theatre Project
In the beginning...
In September 2013 the Performing Arts Network of South Africa (PANSA) requested proposals from
chapters for projects which they could submit to Africalia, a Belgium based Arts Organisation focused on
the establishment and consolidation of a positive work environment for African cultural operators.
The Eastern Cape chapter of PANSA, headed by Chairman David Limbert, submitted a proposal for a
Youth Theatre Project (YTP) designed to develop skills and provide experience in all aspects of theatre
making to young people in Nelson Mandela Bay, South Africa and funding was secured to run the Project
in 2014. The PANSAEC Committee and several co-opted members took on project management
functions based on their individual areas of expertise with David Limbert, designated overall Project
Manager. Three people were employed using funds specified in the budget to perform as the Project
Coordinator, responsible for logistics and communication, a Document Developer who documented the
process and prepared the final Executive Summary plus a Project Intern to assist with basic
administration and organisational duties.
Planning began in November 2013 and the first workshop, for budding scriptwriters, was held in January 2014, facilitated by nationally
recognised writer and director David Fick. Following this workshop a call for script submissions was made and 12 scripts were submitted for
consideration, all of them short plays written by local young people. Five of these were selected for production in a showcase planned for
July 2014 that would be worked on entirely by youth aged 15 - 25.
A further 14 free workshops were held, attended by over 200 people. Most were facilitated by local theatre experts and the workshops were
open to all ages, a strategy still reaping benefits in the local theatre scene. Following each workshop, interested young people were
selected to participate in the production phase of the Project and gradually a full production team was built. The team included a Production
Manager, five Directors and Stage Managers, a Set Designer, Lighting Designer, Costume Designer, Sound Crew, Props Coordinator,
Marketing Team, Photographers and, after auditions, a cast for each play, more than seventy young people in total. Students studying
videography from Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University also came on board to document the process and produce a documentary about
the project. The Marketing Team came up with the name Stage Flight! with the tagline “A youth collaboration of new short plays”
With support and guidance from 23 mentors over five months, participants achieved an outstanding success with Stage Flight! opening on
the 30th July 2014. Over the four nights of the production almost five hundred audience members were blown away by what these
dedicated young people had achieved. Participants in the project gained not only in their skills and knowledge but many experienced lifechanging personal growth during the process.
Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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1.3 Aims & Objectives
Aim

Objectives

By providing exposure and opportunities for young people to receive training in all aspects of the
performing arts together with the opportunity to participate in the theatre making process the PANSA
Eastern Cape Youth Theatre Project aims to stimulate growth and participation in local theatre and to
encourage local youth to consider a career in theatre.
Improved script writing skills
Improved production management, directing and production design skills
Improved performance and technical theatre making skills
Increased youth participation in theatre making
Improved media and marketing related to theatre productions
Increased awareness and attendance of theatre in the Nelson Mandela Bay area
Increased understanding of the theatre making process from script through to performance

Impact of the PANSAEC YTP
Scriptwriting

Training

Participants reported increased
knowledge and skills in storytelling
and script writing.
Participants reported increased
confidence and creative freedom
More youth trained in theatre
making.
Increase in new scripts written by
youth.
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Youth now have skills for managing a
theatre production.
Youth now have skills for all tasks
handled by the director.
Youth now have skills in all aspects of
production design.
Youth now have skills and experience in
theatre marketing and photography.
Productions can now call upon trained
young theatre makers for a wide range
of skills and roles.

PANSA Eastern Cape

Production & Performance
Participants have a greater
understanding of the entire process of
putting on a production.
Participants reported having had a
positive experience of the production
and performance of a new piece of
theatre.
Youth now demonstrate the ability to
fulfil a wide range of technical,
production and performance roles not
previously experienced.
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1.4 Rationale Behind the PANSAEC Approach
In conceptualising and planning the Youth Theatre Project, David Limbert and his team from PANSAEC recognised the
importance of not just teaching young theatre makers but giving them an opportunity to put their learning into practice guided
by experienced theatre practitioners. You probably have many writers, actors, directors and technicians that contribute to your
professional and amateur theatre scene. These are the people you can call on to join your project and assist as champions,
workshop facilitators, key mentors or guest mentors during the project.
The major challenge in the Eastern Cape, and specifically in the Nelson Mandela Bay area is that historically there has not been
a strong professional performing arts sector, and this still exists today. This means that the few professional performing arts
practitioners in our region tend to work in isolation on self-funded, small scale projects, and due to these limited opportunities
tend to have to work on a part-time basis. Many seek additional work in satellite fields such as events management,
promotions or performing at corporate functions.
In the past, the few larger scale productions being staged each year were produced by the local amateur societies with support
and funding provided by the local Arts Board. Since the demise of CAPAB the quality of these shows has been declining, mainly
due to lack of resources, finances and skills. The direct impact of these factors is that the area does not have regular theatre
productions and therefore does not provide exposure or opportunities for those interested in working in the performing arts to
develop their skills in a professional theatre environment.
The one area where theatre is very strong in the region is within the schools. Many local high schools and primary schools
stage large, well produced, productions at least once every two years, most to a very high standard. The Alexander Playhouse
School’s Festival, an East London School’s competition, is also very well supported and features about 20 school plays from
East London, Port Elizabeth and Grahamstown each year.
With the East Cape Youth Project we wanted to take those students who are potentially interested in pursuing a career in the
performing arts to the next level by providing them with the opportunity, skills and mentorship to stage and run a theatre
production.
The workshop phase of the project also targeted adults committed to the amateur performing arts scene and offered them
skills refresher courses and more importantly the knowledge and opportunity to review their production processes and bring
them in-line with professional best practice.
Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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1.5 Key Players in the PANSAEC YTP

PROJECT MANAGER
PANSAEC Chairman

PROJECT TEAM
PANSAEC Committee

PROJECT COORDINATOR
PROJECT INTERN
DOCUMENT DEVELOPER

CHAMPIONS
(for each discipline)
WORKSHOP
FACILITATORS
The EC Committee

The EC Employees
The EC Coordinator worked 3 months
part-time and 2 months full time and
the Intern, 2 days per week for six
months. The Coordinator should ideally
work full time to carry the bulk of the
non-specialist workload during
planning, workshop and production
phases.
Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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HEAD & GUEST
MENTORS
PARTICIPANTS
Workshops
Production

Each Committee member was the
Champion for a line function, the
key contact for that discipline
during the workshops phase.
Many also facilitated the
workshops
workshop and were Lead Mentors
in their areas of expertise.
expertise
This was extremely taxing for
those with full-time
full
jobs outside
the Project.
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1.6 What was Planned and What Actually Happened
The PANSAEC Project Phases

2Scriptwriting

1 - Planning

3Workshops

4 – Production
& Performance

The Timeframe
The PANSAEC Youth Theatre Project ran from November 2013 until 3rd August 2014 when the set was struck after the four
performances of Stage Flight! at the Savoy Theatre in Port Elizabeth. Although the overall timeframe remained the same,
various activities within that period were rescheduled including several workshops, auditions and the start of rehearsals.
Funding was approved for an immediate start and there was very little time for planning and, as a result, the Project Team was
often playing catch-up as each workshop approached.
The original deadline for script submission was moved from the end of January to the end of February to allow time for
participants on the Scriptwriting Workshop to submit scripts.
The Production Management and subsequent workshops were moved back due to planned dates falling in school holidays.
This meant that in order to finish all workshops and allow time for auditions and a minimum two months to work on the
production there were several weekends where more than one workshop took place. Participants commented that they
would have liked to attend more workshops and not have to choose between two on the same day.
The Project Intern was only employed from the 1st March and the Coordinator from the 1st April, so early planning and
organising was a challenge for the volunteer members of the Project Team.
Auditions were moved back a month leaving only 2 months for the Production Phase. This was manageable, however more
time would have been beneficial, particularly as some participants needed a much higher level of mentoring than others.
Several mentors, particularly for the Directors, had a heavy workload given the five plays being rehearsed at once.
The Production Phase began a month later than planned and most of the rehearsal period fell over school holidays. Whilst
many participants were available and the entire set was built over this time, not all mentors could assist during daytime
activities.
Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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The Budget
The budget submitted with the funding proposal was prepared without knowing what the final production would be and included
line items to cover all eventualities from a play or a musical to several short plays and the potential need for complex sets and
costumes. The budget also needed to allow for workshop costs which would be unknown until the Facilitators were finalised,
any travel and accommodation costs confirmed and materials costed based on the workshop outlines developed by each
Facilitator.
This initial budget was revised on an on-going basis once costs could be clearly identified. After the scripts were selected,
there were many items identified which were not relevant to the five short plays such as the costs of an orchestra or studio
recording time. During the Training Phase it was established which workshops required Facilitators to be sourced outside Port
Elizabeth and the workshop materials costs were finalised as each workshop was conducted.
Transport and Meals were provided to participants once the Production phase began and many participants would have been
unable to take part without this support. These costs can only be determined once the needs of your participants are
established. Transport assistance was not offered during the Workshops phase mainly due to logistical issues however meals
were provided to the Facilitators and any Mentors in attendance as well as where it became clear on the day that participants
were unable to provide their own.

General Guidelines – from the PANSAEC YTP Project Plan
General
The YTP is open to all residents of Nelson Mandela Bay aged 15-25 years, and participants should fall within this age
range during the period of the project.
PANSAEC and the YTP are not affiliated to any political party and subscribes to the values of non-racialism and
respect for all people.
Participants must adhere to all legislative requirements including but not limited to Occupational Health and Safety.
PANSAEC reserve the right to select all participants, adjudicators, mentors, etc.
No discussion will be entered into with regard to decisions made by PANSAEC in relation to selection of scripts,
roles, personnel or timeframes however feedback will be provided to all unsuccessful candidates at every stage of
the process.
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All participants take part in all phases of this project at their own risk and have no claim against PANSAEC or its
associates in the event of loss, injury of loss of life which occurs during project activities.

Script Writing Phase
All scripts submitted via the official channels by the deadline of 28th February 2014 will be considered.
Participants will be notified within one week of the deadline that their script has been received and is being
considered. If you have not received notification please follow up with PANSAEC committee to ensure that your
script has been received.
Scripts will be read and adjudicated by an independent panel of adjudicators identified in advance by PANSAEC
committee.
Selected scripts and scriptwriters will be subject to mentoring and editing in order to ensure the final product is a
suitable foundation for the rest of the project.
In the event that a suitable script does not emerge from the scriptwriting phase, the PANSAEC committee reserves
the right to select a suitable script from those already published.

Training phase
In preparation for the production phase, a series of workshops will be held covering all aspects of the theatre
making process.
Participants should select and attend workshops based on their specific interest in the theatre making process.
Roles for production team, cast and technical crew will be selected based on participation in the training phase.
Once accepted, participants must sign and adhere to a Contract of Commitment.

Production and Performance Phase
During this phase, the selected script will be produced by a cast and crew selected from amongst the participants in
the training phase.
A production team (Director, Designer etc) will be selected by PANSAEC based on the observation and assessment
of mentors and experts during the training phase.
The production team (under mentorship) will handle the casting of actors through a transparent audition process
and the final cast will be selected on merit following the audition process.
Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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1.7 Key Learnings from the PANSAEC Experience
What Worked Well
YTP accomplished its aim: to offer professional theatre
up skilling in the youth by direct experience and
delivery of a professional theatre production.
Knowledge sharing and crossover of youth from
different schools and cultures was phenomenal.
Talent was drawn from Model C schools, township
Schools, extra mural drama schools, under-privileged
youth development & training NGOs & university
students.
Many of the participants experienced great personal
growth and got clarity on which creative or technical
area of the performing arts they wish to pursue at
tertiary education level. YTP is an excellent means of
assisting careerpathing in theatre for secondary school
students.
Funding for transport, food and refreshments
facilitated project access to less fortunate youth
participants who live in townships removed from
central metropolitan area.
Amount of knowledge imparted across technical line
functions was extremely comprehensive.
Workshops covering all technical and creative line
functions were a massive accomplishment for this pilot
rollout. Workshop phase was very important to youth
and adult participants.
Project spinoffs were amazing and the YTP
professional process approach has filtered through to
schools and amateur theatre where either workshop
attendees, or YTP participants gained new knowledge
and practical skills to feed back.
Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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What to Try Differently
Time was the biggest challenge as there was very little time for preplanning. Allow plenty of time to plan thoroughly.
Five plays with all their production demands was too ambitious for this
pilot rollout. The Project Team had no idea how long it would take to
plan, rehearse and produce 5 plays while mentoring simultaneously.
Run one workshop at a time during the Training Phase to maximize
attendance by all YTP participants.
A Pre-planned rehearsal schedule would ensure mentors were present
with youth at every session to ensure steady guidance and direction for
YTP participants.
Many actors and technical staff were performing their line function for
the first time. Mentors needed more time to allow lessons to be learnt
organically through trial and error. In general, allow 3 times longer
than usual to give mentors sufficient time to mentor.
Ensure all participants are clear about what their role involves, eg, the
Costume Designer didn’t realise she also had to source and coordinate
costumes. Mentors need to be available to work closely with
participants such as costumes and props who have to go and source
items and may need transport or help managing their budget.
An extra week in the venue would have eased pressure in the final
weeks; Week 1 Set up, Rig & Focus; Week 2 Plotting & Placing; Week 3
Tech Runs. Late nights became a challenge for participants and their
parents. Some parents were concerned their children were arriving
back later than originally planned, which caused tensions for some
youths with their parents.
Contracts of Commitment signed by all participants, and constant
motivation to remain committed to the full schedule of meetings,
rehearsals and activities was still met with some absenteeism and noshows by participants. A well oiled transport plan and meeting all
parents at the start to explain the commitment required would assist.
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1.8 The Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
A condition of receiving funding from Africalia for the pilot Youth Theatre Project was that PANSAEC develop a Toolkit to assist
other organisations wishing to run their own Project. The purpose of this Toolkit is to provide information, guidance, tools,
templates, resources and examples based on the experience gained in Nelson Mandela Bay, South Africa. The pilot YTP was a
huge learning experience and this Toolkit is structured to support the ideal scenario based on that experience. The proposed
structure and timelines in this Toolkit are in no way prescriptive – everything can be adapted and refined for your environment.
You can use as much or as little of this information as you need and reap the benefits of the PANSAEC experience
All of these resources are provided to help you and you can use any tools you feel will work for you. Refine and modify the
tools to meet your needs and consider the guidance provided in your own context. The toolkit has special highlighted sections:

Tools

- Templates, Checklists, Forms, etc all hyperlinked so just click to open and
modify for your use by adding your logo and Project details

Spotlight on Success
Tips and Hints

- Important tasks at key points in the process

- Ideas and suggestions

Mentoring Milestones

-

Key points in the Mentoring process

PANSAEC Experience

- PANSAEC shares their experiences

Questions to Answer

- Questions to consider or clarify as you go
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2 - Getting Started
on your Youth
Theatre Project
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2.1 Getting Started – The Project Team
Your Project Team may be formed around an existing committee (such as a PANSA Regional Committee), from interested
parties in the local community or be based in an educational institution or community group. You will need a core group of
volunteers to get your project up and running. The key tasks that your Project Team needs to focus on at the very beginning
of the process are:
Doing the initial research and establishing the need for and value of a Youth Theatre project;
Identifying potential funding sources;
Preparing a Project Proposal and draft budget in order to secure funding;
Appointing a Champion who will be the “mini” Project Manager for each theatrical discipline covered by your project – the
go-to person especially during the workshop stage;
Making sure all the groundwork is done so that you are ready to begin as soon as you have funding. This may include
approaches to potential facilitators and mentors, looking at possible venues and preparing job descriptions for
recruitment.
The head of your team will normally take on the role of overall Project Manager with other team members taking responsibility
for specific functions and possibly also being facilitators or mentors during the project. Based on the Eastern Cape experience
it’s best to have some separation in these roles as otherwise, for example, mentors may be too busy during the production
phase to perform administrative tasks or get bogged down in reporting when they should be mentoring.

What skills are needed?
A well rounded project team will need the following skills:
Planning & Organising

Communication

Committed & passionate about the
performing arts

Public Relations

Time Management

Report Writing

Ability to work with young people

Networking

Problem Solving

Conflict Resolution

Cultural Awareness

PR & Marketing
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2.2 Project Team Responsibilities
Project Manager
Strategic oversight of the Project.
Link between the Project Team the Project Coordinator, Intern and Document Developer.
Official spokesperson for the Project.
Trouble shooter and final arbiter of any disputes.

Project Accountant
Preparation of the initial draft budget.
Establishment (with appointed co-signatories) of a bank account for the Project.
Costing of all foreseeable expenses.
Monitor, review and update the Budget on an on-going basis.
Liaise with the Production Manager, when appointed, on budget matters.

Project Marketing
Development of the initial marketing plan once funding finalised from the official launch of the project through to the
workshop phase. Participants take over marketing of the production itself from auditions to performances.
Obtain costings for marketing activities such as newspaper and radio advertising.
Marketing & PR Champion.

Project Team Members - Champions
Responsible for overseeing and reporting to the Project Manager and Committee on workshop and mentoring activities
for their designated department. In the early stages the Champion can start to sound out potential facilitators and
mentors pending the launch of the Project. As a minimum you will need a Champion for; Scriptwriting, Acting, Directing,
Lighting, Sound, Set Design and Construction (or one for all Technical), Costumes and Props, etc.
The Project Team will also provide support during workshop registrations and sit in as the Project Team representatives.
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2.3 Exploring your Environment
In Nelson Mandela Bay there was a clear and urgent need for a project to grow the local skills base and pass on theatre-making
expertise to a new generation of performing arts practitioners. The pilot Youth Theatre Project had very clear aims and
objectives and was formulated with a sound understanding of the local environment right from the first proposal. This needs to
be the first step in initiating your Youth Theatre Project. Consider the following questions.

WHY?

Why do you want to run a Youth Theatre Project? What are your aims and objectives for running a Youth Theatre Project?
What outcomes do you expect and how will these outcomes benefit your performing arts community?

WHO?

Who will manage the project and form your core project team? A Youth Theatre project requires a high level of commitment
and many hours of work for everyone involved and, depending on the funding you receive, many people involved your
project team or as facilitators and mentors will not be paid for their contribution.
Who are your target participants? The PANSAEC Youth Theatre Project was open to all ages during the workshop phase and
targeted at the 15 to 25 years age group for participants in the production phase.
Who are your human resources to act as facilitators, mentors and perform support functions and how much time and energy
can they contribute? In the Eastern Cape almost all of the experienced arts practitioners who ran workshops and mentored
received no remuneration and the amount of time they could commit was often limited by external factors. Developing tools
and templates for reporting and job functions helped streamline the time required and those tools are part of this Toolkit.
Who are the major stakeholders in the project, what are their needs and how can they contribute to the Project? This could
include schools, universities, colleges, community theatre companies, local arts organisations, charities working in
disadvantaged areas, etc. These groups play an important part in promoting the project and ensuring access to the
workshops and production by a broad cross-section of the community. Their buy-in is crucial to the success of the project.

WHEN?

What is the most practical timeframe and timing based on your environment? Based on the experience in Nelson Mandela
Bay, a Youth Theatre project would ideally be done over a 12 month period (remembering that the December/January
holiday period is probably more suitable for planning or scriptwriting than actually running workshops and staging our
production). A longer timeframe will ensure sufficient time for planning and marketing the project, potentially allow
attendance at all workshops for interested participants and have a production timeframe that supports comprehensive
mentoring for all participants as they work towards the final product.
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2.4 Finding the Funding
In South Africa there are a number of organisations offering funding for the arts, however there is heated competition for
grants and most funders have strict deadlines and specific requirements regarding what they fund and how applications must
be submitted. These funding bodies include but are not limited to:
National Arts Council

http://www.nac.org.za

Arts and Culture Trust

http://www.act.org.za

Provincial Arts and Culture Departments
Municipal Grants, eg Grants-in-Aid
National Lotteries Distribution Fund

http://www.nlb.org.za

Business and Arts South Africa

http://www.basa.co.za

Overseas organisations also offer funding for performing arts projects in Africa.

Africalia, based in Belgium, funded the
inaugural Youth Theatre Project and many other European countries have funding programmes available to African based arts
organisations.

Business Sponsorship can be sought from both small and large corporate organisations and may qualify your
organisation to apply for a supporting grant from Business and Arts South Africa. This sponsorship could be in cash or in-kind
such as sponsorship of sound or lighting equipment by a local supplier. It is important to build a strong relationship with
corporate sponsors and look for opportunities to promote their business in your marketing or at your venue. This can lead to
mutually beneficial, long-term partnerships.
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Crowdfunding has only recently become a force
in the African market but has been used successfully
to fund millions of dollars worldwide for arts related
projects for more than 10 years.
Crowdfunding involves funding a project by raising
funds from a large number of people, the “crowd”,
typically via the internet.
The crowdfunding model has three distinct players:
the project initiator who proposes the idea and/or
project to be funded; individuals or groups who
support the idea; and a platform that brings the
parties together to make the project become a reality.

Image courtesy of Funds St Louis

Crowdfunding is not about getting donations; rather it involves the project initiators offering levels of sponsorship which each
carry a reward for supporters. Rewards could be in the form of Recognition, eg, your name in the programme, Access such
as the opportunity to attend an exclusive preview or gala and/or Product which could be tickets, a t-shirt, a signed programme
or any other tangible reward.
The major player in South African crowdfunding is Thundafund who, during
September and October 2014, helped projects raise over R2 million. At the request
of Africalia, PANSAEC launched a campaign on Thundafund and raised R3100 towards
the costs of the Youth Theatre Project in just under 3 weeks.
A useful tool for further research is the ARTS FUNDRAISING TOOLKIT developed by the ARTerial Network which
can be downloaded for free from http://www.artsinafrica.com/uploads/2012/03/Fundraising_toolkit_FINAL_(web_version).pdf
Once you have identified potential sources of funding you can move on to the next step and tailor your project proposal to
meet any specific requirements imposed by the funding bodies.
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2.5 Preparing a Project Proposal
You now have the core group of people for your project, the jobs allocated and a potential funding source has been identified so
it is time to prepare a project proposal, your first key planning document. Remember that what you promise in your proposal,
you will be expected to deliver if funding is approved – this is not about creating a proposal that will get you the funding but
which you can’t deliver. You should always refer to any specific requirements set out by funding bodies and ask for assistance
from people who have successfully applied for funding or run funded projects in the past.

Getting started on your Proposal
If you have answered the questions in Section 2.3 you now have the basis for going
ahead with your project and your aims and objectives are clear. The next step is to
develop an outline of the project activities and timeframes.
PANSA EC worked on a 4 phased approach as shown in the diagram on page 12.
You’ll note that there was no specific time set out in the process for detailed planning
to take place or for review and evaluation at the end, two of the most vital functions.
Based on that experience the following phases are suggested:

Phase 1

Project Planning - in Detail

Phase 2

Identifying the Script/s

Phase 3

Workshops
– Identify participants
– Mentoring begins

Phase 4

The Production - Ongoing Mentoring

Phase 5

Debrief, Evaluation and Reporting
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Spotlight on
Success!
Writing a clear project proposal
will help you articulate exactly
what you want to do,
why you are doing it,
what you hope to achieve,
how you plan to go about it,
when you hope to start &
finish
who is your target group?
Your Proposal can then be used as
a useful starting point when the
time comes to develop a more
detailed project plan once you
have secured funding.
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2.5 Preparing a Project Proposal (cont..)
2 Golden Rules when Writing Proposals!
Develop Practical, Achievable and
Measurable Aims for the Project
Your YTP will be a success if you plan your project
realistically according to the resources you have in your
community, and the perceived need for such a project
in the community.
The PANSAEC YTP taught valuable lessons about not
making the scale of the project too large. Instead of
choosing to produce five plays, it would have been
better to have produced one or two plays. This would
have allowed more quality time to be spent on
mentoring and guiding youth in greater detail.
Cross-check all new ideas or suggestions against your
aims and objectives. Although these can be changed in
some circumstances, they are the yardstick against
which you decide what you definitely want to include in
your plan and what is not the core business of the
project. You may find that some added value can be
built in without compromising your aims and objectives.
You also need to consider how you will know if your
aims and objectives have been achieved, ie, what
evaluation mechanisms you will use. Measurement of
your progress needs to be done throughout the process
to ensure you are on track.

Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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Establish a training and mentoring
methodology you can deliver on practically
The PANSAEC YTP proved that a two-prong approach to
upskilling youth can result in radical success! The first
step was laying down basic theory via one or two day
workshops. Experienced Mentors then guided youth
participants through each step of the production process
which guaranteed deep on-the-job knowledge take-up.
You want your youth participants to leave the process with
a solid skills and knowledge base in their chosen area of
expertise that is reinforced by practical experience. The
best training loses its effectiveness if your participants are
not given plenty of opportunity to put their learning into
practice and work through any mistakes or knowledge
gaps with their mentor.
Don’t over promise in your initial proposal. There are a lot
of workshops to be delivered and this is time and resource
intensive. The mentoring process needs hours of
commitment from your mentors as a task that might take
an experienced person one day to do will likely take
several days when a participant is being guided through
step by step, allowed to make and solve their own
mistakes.
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Sample Proposal Outline
This sample outline gives a clear idea of how to write good, concise proposals for projects and the general ideas can be applied to most
proposals. The recommended lengths of sections are given assuming a document length of 2 to 5 pages. Remember that Funders prefer
allocating monies to projects where the original proposal and project plan are similar, as it shows good pre-planning and thinking through all
project variables carefully. There are also many good examples on the internet.

Introduction
Motivation

(1 or 2 paragraphs)

(1 to 3 paragraphs)

Motivation Sentence
Summarise the problem and your proposed solution (2 - 4 sentences)
What is the history of the problem?
When and why does the problem occur?

Project Summary (1 paragraph)
Project Aims

What does the project aim to achieve? (Do not go into details or timelines.)

Project Details

Environment & Resources (2-3 paragraphs + diagrams & figures if appropriate)
Implementation Issues and Challenges (2-3 paragraphs)

Project Outcomes / Deliverables (3-5 paragraphs - point-form may be used for some of the description)
What will the project produce? (programme, report, etc.)
Describe in relative detail the features of each of the project's products.
You can separate deliverables into phases and indicate optional components given time.
Emphasise what your project contributes or achieves!
Provide an estimated timeline of project deliverables and important dates.

Conclusion

(1 paragraph)

References

Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT

Summarise the project including the problem, motivation, and proposed
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2.6 Developing a Draft Project Budget
When you submit your proposal for funding you will normally need to supply a project budget. A Youth Theatre Project
presents a unique challenge when developing a budget at this point as there are many unknowns. Some costs are clear right
from the start; others will only be quantified as you progress through the various phases of the Project. This means that your
initial proposal needs to accommodate all of these factors so that you are not constricted by funding shortfalls as you proceed.
Some questions to consider at this stage are:
What staffing and administration costs will you need to fund? A YTP can be very time
intensive and having at least 2 staff to run the project can be the difference between a
well run, effective project and one where volunteers are struggling to keep up.
Will you have to pay any of your facilitators and mentors? This also includes having to
pay for flights or accommodation if the expertise you need cannot be sourced locally.

The PANSAEC
Experience
Succ
The top 6 costs for the
PANSAEC YTP were:

How can you be prepared for any eventuality in terms of the script/s you select which
might be one play, several short plays, a musical or a combination?

Salaries &
Administration

How many participants will you have? PANSAEC had over 70 young people working in the
creative, production, marketing, technical and performance areas.

Technical costs for
the production –
lights & sound

Who will need assistance with transport and meals? Providing transport can mean the
difference between a fully inclusive project and one where only those with access to
transport can participate. In total, 36 Stage Flight participants needed transport
assistance during the project.
What potential venues are there and how much do they cost? This can include venues for
workshops, rehearsals, set building and performances.
What opportunities are there to generate income from your project? Whilst it’s a good
idea to make tickets affordable so the production is widely accessible to audiences (only
R40 for Stage Flight!) there are opportunities to bring in funds as well, eg programme
sales and income from the sale of advertisements or a business card sized space for the
families and friends of participants to send well wishes. Consider whether it will be cost
effective to sell other merchandise such as T-shirts or mugs.
Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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Venues for rehearsals
& the production
Transport for
participants
Set construction
Workshop facilitator
costs & materials
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2.6 Developing a Draft Project Budget (cont..)
What to include in your Budget - Expenses
Project Management &
Administration

Marketing & Publicity

Workshops & Mentoring

ADMINISTRATION COSTS

Meetings

WORKSHOPS/LECTURES

Salaries – Project Coordinator, Intern,
Document Developer

Project Press Launch

Venues

Arts Community Launch

Refreshments

General Office Rental

WORKSHOPS & AUDITIONS

Materials

Telephone including bulk SMS etc

Workshop Posters, Flyers, SMS

Jump Start or other reference books

Stationery

Ads for Script Submissions

General Printing

Ads for Workshops

Meals – Facilitators, Mentors,
Participants

Script Printing for Adjudication

Ads for Auditions

Meetings

PRODUCTION PUBLICITY

Participant T-shirts

Posters, Flyers

Professional Fees

Costs related to ticket sales, eg,
Computicket

Newspaper Advertising

Airfares

Radio Advertising

Accommodation

You Tube Trailer

Petrol/Mileage (own car/driver)

Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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Transport
FACILITATORS & MENTORS
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PROGRAMME

Foyer Photograph Printing

Printing

Meals
Thank you Gifts

Production, Rehearsals & Performance
REHEARSALS

SOUND RECORDING

COSTUMES

Venue Hire

Studio Time

Fabric & Haberdashery

Meals / Refreshments

Instrument Hire

Costume Hire

Transport

Consumables

Costume Purchases

PERFORMANCES

SET

Shoes & Accessories

Venue Hire – Rehearsals & Performances

Materials –Wood, Metal, Cloth, Paint, etc

Seamstress

Transport

Tools or Tool Hire

Make-up and Wigs

Meals / Refreshments

Workshop Hire

PROPS

TECHNICAL

Materials - Plastic, Wood, Polystyrene,
Paint, Other

Sound
Lighting

Props Hire

Audio Visual

Props Purchases

Consumables

Tools or Tool Hire

Instrument/Backline Hire

Workshop Hire
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3 - PHASE 1
Project Planning
Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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3.1 Phase 1 - Planning Overview
Writing the Proposal will have helped the Project Manager think through a lot of the detail of the project delivery. But as we all know,
delivering any project requires detailed and accurate planning of all resources within budget, time and human resource constraints. The fact
that most Mentors, facilitators and project team will be volunteers means you will have to think about their other commitments realistically
and plan from there. Also, many of the youth participants are school pupils or students which means the project needs to take their
school/university and compulsory extra-mural activities into account.

TOOLS

PANSAEC YTP PLANNING: WEAKNESSES

Budget Template

PANSAEC Examples
Project Plan (Draft)
Project Overview

PANSAEC PLANNING:
STRENGTHS
Commitment, team spirit and the
powerful motivational vision of the YTP
was sustained throughout the process.
Adequate budgetary provision for
transport, food and technical resources
for production meant YTP was a
professional experience for all youth.
Strong Project Team, Facilitators, Mentors
and Production Management ensured that
the YTP was a success for youth theatre
talent.
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Time was the biggest challenge in the YTP rollout: an 8 month timeframe was
too short. Allow for a 2 month planning phase and 10 month project delivery.
Insufficient time was allowed for detailed project planning before the project
started. Pre-planning and blocking every stage of delivery in detail with preset dates would have prevented time blow-outs and crisis management
intervention by an already over-stretched project management team.
The failure to schedule every activity across all line functions and all phases
before activities began meant that some facilitators and mentors were not
available when needed.
Prospective facilitators and mentors were not brought into the process early
enough so that scheduling could be done in consultation and likely gaps
identified sooner, eg, many were away during the National Arts Festival.
The Production Manager and Project Coordinator were also mentors which
placed too much pressure on too few people particularly when they had to fill
in for other mentors who were unavailable.
Pre-planned schedules given to youth participants at the beginning of
rehearsals would have allowed enforcement of stricter disciplinary measures
in-line with professional standards for productions.
Prospective Mentors were not given adequate information about their role,
timeframes and expectations and some were unable to give the degree of
commitment that was anticipated. Consequently participants lost out on
mentors being present at every scheduled meeting/activity/rehearsal.
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3.1 Phase 1 - Planning Overview (cont)
SUGGESTED ACTION PLAN – PLANNING PHASE 1: 2 MONTHS

PHASE
1

PROJECT PLANNING
DURATION

LINE ITEM

KEY MEETINGS & ACTIVITIES

1
2

Project Plan
Budget &
Financial
Management

3

Project
Management
Team
HOD Champions
Facilitators &
Mentors

Prepare detailed Project Plan
- Review and finalise working
budget
- Set-up financial reporting
requirements with funder
Allocate committee roles and
responsibilities
- Start identifying Champion
HODs, Facilitators and Mentors
- Get biographies, verify suitable
professional experience levels
- Hold orientation/ Introduction
Session for Facilitators & Mentors
about Experiential Learning
Methodology
- Run Facilitators Workshop to
explain how to create Workshop
Workbook of Template.
- Run Mentors information session
- Get workshop outlines
- Basic roles and resp for
participants.
- Develop Participant Selection

4

5

6

Experiential
learning
methodology &
materials

YTP Participant
Responsibilities
& Selection

Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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NOTES

SAMPLE
DOCUMENTS
Project Plan
YTP Budget
Sample
YTP Cash
Payment Form

Basis – SKA, learning
outcomes, activities,
workbook

How far do they go –
review once selected.
Some will need more

YTP Guidelines
and Rules
31

7

Criteria

Criteria

Production

Select production office and key
workshop, rehearsal and
production venues
Employ
Project Manager
Project Coordinator
Project Administrator
Intern – Unpaid
Set up Project Administration and
Reporting procedures

Employee
Contracts

8

Reporting and
Documenting

9

YTP Team
Communication

10

YTP Info Kit

11

Marketing, PR

12

Script selection
panel

13

Workshops

Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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Strategy for within project team
- Mentors and facilitators
- Workshop participants
- Project participants
Prepare information package for
Project Team, Facilitators and
Mentors
Prepare detailed Marketing & PR
Plan up to Marketing Workshop
Press launch for YTP
Identify tasks for Marketing & PR
Participants
Identify appropriate
scriptwriters/lecturers to ensure
fair judging
Secure venues for Workshops
Prepare Workshop materials

PANSA Eastern Cape

mentoring than others
Eg organising rehearsal
venues – production
mgr OR intern/proj
coord

Contracts

How will you make a
record – videographers,
photographers
Bulk SMS
Whats App

Sample
Templates
Logos for
Project and
Stage
Production

Workshop checklist
Facilitators with support
from training/lecturing
32

expert ideally with
understanding of the
subject matter

14

Prepare set/up
documentation

15

Develop your YTP
Stakeholder
Network

Procedures and documents for
workshops
Templates etc

Drama schools/Theatre groups
Schools
Universities
Colleges
Local community theatre
companies
Township arts groups
Community centres
Organisations working with young
people
Carpenters with tools and
workshops if no set designers
Politicians
Educators

- Intro for workshops
- Registrations
- Participant lists
- Evaluation Forms
Facilitator evaluation
Script assessment docs
Identify all contacts

** Please refer to Section 3.4 for Detailed Explanation of some
key areas of this Suggested Planning Phase Overview **
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3.2 Key Roles & Responsibilities
Advisory Committee
Chairman; Vice-Chair, Treasurer + 4 general members

Project Management Team
Project Manager
Project Co-ordinator
Project Administrator/Funder
reporting
Project Intern

Heads of Department “Champions”
Production Management
Directing
Acting
Stage Management
Lighting Design
Sound
Scenic Design
Set Construction
Marketing

Workshop Facilitators & Mentors
Scriptwriting
Directing
Production Management
Theatre Photography
Scenic Design
Stage Management
Acting
Marketing and PR
Theatre Make-up and Hair
Costume Design & Props
Lighting Design
Sound Design
Choreography and Movement
Music in the performing Arts
Crowdfunding

Youth Participants
Writers
Directors
Actors
All Other Line functions
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3.3 Laying the Foundations
Commitment to Voluntary Participation
To develop a long term vision for a sustainable youth theatre project
which continues beyond its first year of rollout, it is wise to factor in
budgetary considerations from the outset. Projects flourish when
expectations are clarified upfront in negotiations with performing
arts specialists you wish to draw into the project.
Volunteer participation by committed senior Advisory Committee members,
Mentors, Facilitators and Heads of Department/Champions will ensure your
project budget remains feasible for funders, who will recognise
the commitment and passion being displayed by the project team.
Stipends can be allocated for all for food, transport, telephone, etc.
Youth participants should also be made aware they will receive assistance
with food and transport throughout the process and that their commitment
of time and dedication will be rewarded with a professional, holistic theatre production
experience and skills they never had before!

Keeping it Safe & Healthy
As Project Managers you have a responsibility to make sure that your Youth Theatre Project
operates in accordance with all Occupational Health and Safety requirements and in particular those
that relate to working with young people and working in a theatre environment. There are many
resources on the internet with ideas for a Health and Safety Policy or you may have local experts
that can assist you. Here are some examples:

PANSAEC
Experience
All Mentors and Heads of
Department volunteered
their time and services for
free due to their dedication
to the development of
youth theatre talent and
the local amateur
performing arts
community. Only two out
of town expert facilitators
were paid formal fees.
Publicity and media
coverage acknowledged
the kind and generous
support from all these
inspiring and highly skilled
performing arts specialists
whose main aim was to
upskill youth and grow
youth theatre production
skills.

From University of Vermont website
Safety in the theatre extends to crews, casts, audience members. It requires awareness, common sense, and perseverance to
eliminate hazards and guard against carelessness.
Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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UVM has established theatre safety guidelines and procedures. Students, faculty and staff must be made aware of these and the
regulations from which they come.
Provisions should be made for regular inspections and maintenance of equipment and facilities. Special attention should be given to
stage rigging, electrical wiring, and lighting apparatus.
Instruct and rehearse students in emergency procedures, such as for evacuation of the stage and auditorium. Rehearse students in
the implementation of emergency procedures.
Eye protection is routinely provided in vocational and industrial arts shops. Since many of the same tools and equipment are
employed for scenery construction, eye-protective devices should be provided and used in technical theatre shops.
All accidents should be reported to UVM's Risk Management department. They will follow up in order to determine possible causes
and to help determine any necessary future corrective measures to be taken.
From the Oxford Theatre Guild
http://www.oxfordtheatreguild.com/pages/resources/resource_docs/health&safety.pdf
CODE OF CONDUCT
As an adult working with children and young people as part of an Amateur Dramatics activity, you should:
• Treat all children and young people with respect
• Provide a good example of acceptable behaviour
• Plan activities which involve more than one person being present, or ensure that other adults are within sight or hearing wherever possible
• Respect everyone’s right to personal privacy
• Be available to listen to the concerns of young participants, and to refer them to other sources of help where appropriate
• Encourage young participants to feel comfortable enough to point out attitudes and behaviour they do not like
• Show understanding when dealing with sensitive issues and recognise that caution is required when discussing such issues
• Be aware that even caring physical contact with a child or young person may be misinterpreted
You should not:
• Permit abusive behaviour such as bullying, taunting, racist behaviour
• Have inappropriate physical or verbal contact with children or young people
• Drink alcohol while in a childcare role, or offer alcohol to under 18’s while in a childcare role.
• Jump to conclusions about others without checking facts
• Allow yourself to be drawn into inappropriate attention - seeking behaviour such as crushes or tantrums
• Show favouritism to any individual
• Exaggerate or trivialise any child abuse issues
• Make suggestive remarks or actions, even in jest
• Deliberately place yourself or others in a potentially compromising situation
• Believe that “it could never happen to me”
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3.4 Detailed Outline – Planning Phase Activities
3.4.1 Detailed Project Plan
Following the Project Planning phase outline given above, you have a good Production Planning Template to start working with over your
blocked planning period. Now your task is to take the Project Plan you outlined in the proposal, and plot it by week onto an Excel
spreadsheet, or Word document table so you can update it easily as you go and keep track of all parallel processes.

•
LESSONS FROM PANSAEC YTP
Overcoming Planning Weaknesses
Adopt a 12-month project timeframe to give
yourself enough time and space to deliver a
good project.
Benchmark fixed dates and phases for all
Project Phases to ensure Management Team,
Mentors and Participants get a clear idea of the
commitment required to the project.
3 paid freelance full-time Project Management
staff should be dedicated to project rollout:
Project Manager, Project Coordinator, Project
Administrator (Reporting). An unpaid
Production Assistant, Intern, could be drawn
from youth participants with work experience,
but must be screened adequately to ensure
computer literacy and basic administration
skills.

Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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•

•

•

Remember that you will upgrade your Project Plan in
keeping with the final budget approved by the funder.
Also, depending on the performing arts network already
in place in your community, you will need to talk by
telephone and face to face with many people to
motivate Facilitators, Mentors, Production Team and
Youth participants buy-in to the vision of your YTP.
If you have 2 months of planning before the project
starts, aim to have finalised your working budget by the
end of month 1 so you have enough time to market and
publicise the general concept of the YTP and to also call
for script entries.
By the end of your planning process, your Production
Manager’s computer project folder could look something
like this:-
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3.4.2 Budget and Financial Management

BUDGETING LESSONS FROM PANSAEC
YTP: POSITIVES
The PANSAEC Working Budget Final Draft was only
concluded once the final play scripts were selected.
The initial Cost Estimate was an over-projection of
required budget to be on the safe side.
The Budgeting process for YTP can only be fully
understood once the Scripts and Productions are
selected. Allowance must be made for this in the
Budget.
The Production Coordinator of the PANSAEC YTP was
also the Financial Controller, being the PANSA
Treasurer. This worked well for the PANSAEC Project
as she was fully aware of all project expenditure
throughout the project.

•
As with any project, financial controls are very important to
ensure that funders are kept abreast of all expenditure, in-line with
the originally approved budget.
•
Your funder should dictate how frequently you report back to
them on all project expenditure. Month end reporting is standard
practise.
•
It is advisable to have two responsible signatories to approve
and sign-off all expenditure – Project Manager and Financial
Controller - who declare all expenditure to the advisory committee at
monthly meetings.
•
The Financial Controller will mentor the Production Manager
Youth Participant on learning how to negotiate good rates with
suppliers and vendors; getting two competitive quotes for every line
item of expenditure.

Significant savings were made on props and set once
it was decided to use a main set which could be
modified with props and flats.
Good relationships with stakeholders in the Port
Elizabeth community ensured that many people
reduced their rates or offered services for free,
which also resulted in great savings in project
expenditure.
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3.4.3 Project Management Team
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

The Organising Committee should nominate a Project Manager with appropriate vision, leadership, experience, people skills and
available time.
The Project Manager may be selected from the Organising Committee, which is made up of very experienced seniors in the local
performing arts community. It is likely that many of the organising committee members would have worked together extensively
in the local industry, which creates a core group of experienced practitioners who already know and like each other and
understand each others’ working styles. The Production Manager should be selected for their experience in managing project
production, people and budgets from concept to completion phase
Once the Production Manager has been selected, they could advise the Advisory Committee on appropriate candidates to fill the
Production Coordinator, Administrator and Intern positions.
It is very important to allocate fixed roles and responsibilities for the Project Management team at the start of the project, so the
team is clear about how much time and personal effort will be required across the year long process.
Communication style should be informal, respectful and confident to ask questions throughout. Creating a team dynamic of safe,
honest and sincere communications is a guarantee of project success!!
The Project Manager lays out the project scope in consultation with the Advisory Committee and Heads of Department Champions
and Mentors. The Production Coordinator reports directly to Project Manager and delivers on all their instructions. The Project
Administrator reports directly to Project manager, with their parallel process of project evaluation and reporting deliverables.
Project Intern could support all three other staff members.
The Project Manager and Project Coordinator would together mentor the Youth Production Manager, which thus requires
experienced Manager and Coordinator staff to guarantee quality on the job training.

Project Management Team
1) Project Manager
2) Project Co-ordinator
3) Project Administrator/Funder
reporting
4) Project Intern / Production Assistant
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Youth Participants receive Mentoring
- Production Manager
- Production Intern(s) could also be chosen from youth
participants depending on available resources.
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Lessons from PANSAEC YTP Project Management Team
Failed to schedule every activity across all line functions across all phases, which resulted in time pressure and
crisis management for production team and mentors
Failed to allow enough time for project planning before the project started
Project Manager and Coordinator also did extensive Mentoring across four or five line functions, which placed too
much pressure on process, and resulted in inadequate time spent with youth participants. The lesson here is Project
Management Team must only be involved in Production Manager mentoring and not other line function mentoring.
Project Management Team should not double up as Mentors or Champions/Heads of Department
The Production Manager selected from the youth participants was a little too young to handle the responsibility of
the entire process, in spite of close mentoring and guidance from Project Coordinator. Choose a youth participant
who is over 18 and has their own car to deliver on all Production Manager responsibilities, particularly during
rehearsals, and production week.
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3.4.4 Identify Head of Department “Champions”, Workshop Facilitators & Mentors
Most community performing arts scenes have a core of experienced, passionate, mature practitioners who are well known in
the community. The YTP challenges the Project Team to attract such practitioners to play central leadership positions in the
project, and impart their valuable knowledge and experience while upskilling aspirant performing arts practitioners across
writing, directing, acting, production elements.
Workshop Facilitators & Mentors
Scriptwriting
Directing
Production Management
Theatre Photography
Scenic Design
Stage Management
Acting
Marketing and PR
Theatre Make-up and Hair
Costume Design & Props
Lighting Design
Sound Design
Choreography and Movement
Music in the performing Arts
Crowdfunding

Your Mentors are the
backbone of your project!
Before you begin hold an
Information Session to ensure
that Mentors are completely
clear about the Project, how it
will work, timeframes and
their role
Confirm the exact number of
hours they can give weekly
across the entire project to
ensure you plan around their
availability.

Heads of Department
“Champions”
Production Management
Directing
Acting
Stage Management
Lighting Design
Sound
Scenic Design
Set Construction
Marketing
Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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PANSAEC Experience
Selecting Mentors, Facilitators &
Champions
Experienced performing arts practitioners
across all line functions often have
experience teaching or training in
specialist content areas, so many of your
Workshop Facilitators could also take on
the role of Mentor too.
Make sure, however, that Mentors are
allocated to only one subject area. We
learnt the hard way via PANSAEC YTP,
where Mentors working across many line
functions were extremely pressurised and
over-worked, and didn’t give their
‘students’ enough time to come to their
own conclusions through debate and
sharing.
Make sure to call for CVs and Biographies
to facilitate a formal assessment process
of each candidate. The YTP is only a
success if experienced professionals
teach, train and mentor youth
participants.
41

3.4.5 Experiential Learning Methodology
To plan your Training and Mentoring component, it helps to understand the Learning Methodology.
Your Youth Theatre Project should aim to focus on youth taking up new knowledge and skills while delivering plays from start
to finish. This means the project is a real-life nurtured skills learning environment, rather than a theoretical knowledgetesting process.

Definition
“Experiential learning is a way of educating through first-hand experience. Skills, knowledge and experience are acquired
outside of the traditional academic classroom setting, and include interactive workshops, group sessions, meetings,
conversations between mentors and participants in an on-the-job/learn-as-you-do or “service” learning project”, like the Youth
Theatre Project.
Theory of Experiential Learning
“The concept of experiential learning … is based on the idea that 'learning is a process where knowledge is created through
transformation of experience' … (as quoted on SimplyPsychology.org). It is based on four main elements that operate in a
continuous cycle during the learning experience:
*Abstract Conceptualisation [Theory]
*Concrete Experience

*Reflective Questions & Observation
*Active Experimentation”

Some Criteria for Experiential Learning
•
•
•
•

The project should be personally meaningful and significant to the youth participants
Students should have opportunities to reflect on and discuss their learning experience throughout the process. They
learn by asking questions and exploring new options for themselves working together with their production teams and
Mentors.
The experience should engage the student's whole person, including the senses, personality and emotions.
Learning style is respectful, open, fun, exploratory, unafraid to appear stupid by asking questions, disciplined and
caring.”

[Reference: http://education-portal.com/academy/lesson/what-is-experiential-learning-definition-theories-examples.html]
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2 PHASES OF EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

1.

2.

ONE OR TWO DAY WORKSHOPS

MENTORING ACROSS PROJECT

& LEARNING MATERIALS

From Auditions to Final Stage Production

Caters for youth learners age
group range of 15 – 25 years
Provides basic overview of all
subject areas via Workshop
Workbook developed by
Facilitators
Mentors and Facilitators
collaborate on content so
relevant workshop content
prepares youth participants for
play production.

Mentors select youth participants after
workshops
Mentors Inform, Guide, Inspire, Motivate &
challenge participants
Mentors are available at every single activity to
ensure learners are given adequate assistance &
guidance
Mentors anticipate schedule requirements and
guide, motivate & discipline youth participants

POSITIVE EXPERIENCE - PANSAEC YTP
Evaluation Forms filled in by every youth participant at the end of the PANSAEC YTP showed how motivating and
informative the Experiential Learning process was for all involved. The results showed that informal and comfortable
communication between Mentors and Learners facilitated a respectful and very fun informal learning environment.
This guaranteed very rich theoretical and practical knowledge take-up by the youth participants.
The benefit of having experienced Mentors part of the YTP, is that many of them have already taught or trained with
materials which are easily convertible for the purposes of workshops. But be sure to remind all facilitators that this is
a requirement for the workshops, so they are briefed on this as a requirement from the start.
The high standard of final stage production quality proved the success of the project.
Many of the actors, directors and production team said the YTP helped them to decide on studying drama and
stafurther after experiencing an holistic overview of a professionally run youth theatre project for the first time.
Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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3.4.6 Youth Participant Selection & Criteria
It is very important to outline clearly for the youth participants exactly who is eligible for selection on the project. Youth are
sensitive to inclusion, and need to be encouraged to participate if they have no prior experience with theatre projects.

Your Theatre Project should aim to attract youth participants who
are passionate, available for all activities, and are willing to
commit to the project for the entire duration.
The target age scope for the project should be a core of 16 – 25
years. Don’t’ forget to include a few adult amateur theatre
practitioners who also wish to upskill via this project.
Skills range should include no experience in theatre, experience
on one school play as actor/actress or production, secondary
students taking drama as a subject, and tertiary students at
universities and colleges studying drama, media, marketing,
design, costume design.
In every town or city there are generally some schools who are
more involved in performing arts via drama departments who
put on school plays, musicals, and often teach drama
extramurally. Naturally these schools will provide slightly more
experienced youth candidates than those schools lacking in
resources for drama and theatrical production.
It is important that you inspire confidence in even the most
curious inexperienced beginners who wish to explore theatre
production for the first time. Marketing and information is
needed to motivate the public to feel confident to participate in
the project from the start of the project.
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PANSAEC Experience
The original intention was for Advisory
Committee members, Mentors and HODs to
identify youth talent at Phase 1 Workshops
on the basis of
youth self-promoting themselves for
inclusion on the project,
some prior theatre experience,
availability for the entire duration of
the project, and
total commitment
Project organisers found that only youth with
prior theatre experience promoted
themselves for inclusion on the project.
Other youths had to be encouraged to sign
themselves up for the project.
Participants were identified and selected for
inclusion in the project during workshop,
audition and production phases, which meant
that some youth missed out on workshops.
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Try hard to finalise all youth participants by the end of workshop and
audition phase, so youth can benefit from the entire project process.
Lack of confidence, lack of transport/funds for taxis may prevent youth
from signing up for the project. You should communicate that
transport and food will be catered for in exchange for their full
commitment, to ensure your youth theatre project reaches broadly
into your community.
You will need to be resourceful with in-community contacts, creating
databases of schools previously uninvolved too, to ensure your project
invites participation by financially advantaged and disadvantaged
youth. Youth are sensitive to being included in exciting projects like
this, so try to spread the word as widely as possible through word of
mouth, social media, and mainstream newspapers and radio stations.
For the youth, by the youth is the project philosophy!
The Youth Theatre Project is about using this opportunity to inspire
passion in youth and their parents, to open them to growing
through the performing arts. Some stigmas exist with parents who
sadly, may feel performing arts is a waste of time. So where there
is resistance from parents, project management team should inspire
and inform the parents that the project will feed their child on many
levels: socially, creatively, psychologically, intellectually and
emotionally.
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Mentoring Milestone
The Ideal scenario is for HODs and
Mentors to be present in all workshops
to identify youth talent ready and willing
to be involved in the project.
Participants should be encouraged to
attend as many of the workshops as
possible to give themselves the
opportunity to decide what role they
wish to play in the project.
In the PANSAEC YTP, some youth
participants who already had acting,
dancing and directing experience via
school plays etc chose to explore other
technical functions to grow more holistic
experience of stage production through
the YTP.
Mentors must inspire youth to be bold
enough to grow themselves in their own
chosen way.
It is critical that Mentors encourage
totally inexperienced youth participants
to have sufficient confidence to sign up
for the project at workshop stage.
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3.4.7 Marketing

YTP MARKETING PLAN: All Phases
1) Branding
• YTP Logo & Poster Design
• Stage Show Logo & Poster Design
2) Print Media
• Press Releases for All Phases & events distributed
to local newspapers for pre-promotion write-up in
feature articles
3) Community Radio
• Numerous interviews pre-promoting all phases

POPULAR LOCAL NEWSPAPER

FACEBOOK PAGE: YTP Pre-promotion

4) Community TV
• Where feasible, 4 inserts pre-promoting YTP aims,
Workshops, Auditions and Stage Production
5)
•
•
•

Social Media
Facebook page
Post Press Releases for all events
Posters per event

6) Email Press releases & Information
• Email Teachers, Youth, Parents in database
to communicate key information

POPULAR COMMUNITY RADIO STATION

7) Photographic coverage
• Mentor & Youth photographers capture all phases.
8) Video coverage
• Footage of all phases shot by youth team, and cut
into inserts for broadcast during stage run.

Popular Local Radio Station
Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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PANSAEC YTP
Lessons (1)
The Marketing HOD / Mentor
was brought on far too late on
the YTP (5 months in). This
meant Organising Committee
had to absorb Marketing
function, which taxed them
timewise. Avoid leaving
Marketing too late! Ideally the
Marketing HOD should know
Photoshop / design packages to
generate posters for the project!
Scout some talent!
This “For the youth, By the
youth” project philosophy aims
to draw on the town/ district.
This ensures the community
appreciates the project and
parents are informed of the
creative benefit for their child.
Word of Mouth: Formal and
informal meetings with drama
dance and music teachers,
directors, actors, musicians and
technical production line
functions will kick-start
communication in the
established network. The aim is
to expand the reach of theatre
across the community.
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YTP Media Launch:
PRE-PLANNING
* HOD Marketing should be
brought on board as soon as
the funder approves project
funding
*HOD Marketing can double
up as Mentor as it is a single
line function and will allow
continuity from concept to
production phase
* YTP Launch should include:
> Newspaper articles, using
well known performing arts
talent as brand ambassadors
> Community radio
interviews
> Facebook should cover
the Who, What, Where,
When, Why, How of your YTP
[See left]

PANSAEC YTP
Lessons (2)
Start planning your marketing
strategy as soon as your
funding is approved, to ensure
you communicate your YTP aims
broadly, and create awareness
and excitement around the
project.
Launch your over-arching
project plan in local media at
least 3 months before the start
of your first scriptwriting
workshop to give scriptwriters
the chance to write new scripts
for the process.
We launched in November of the
previous year to educators,
performing arts specialist, with
youth already involved in
performing arts informed at this
stage too.

> Emails to Teachers,
Parents & Youth in Theatre
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3.4.7 Developing Your YTP Stakeholder Network
If your city or town already has an established amateur and/or professional performing
arts community, you will naturally draw on this established network of specialists to drive
your project. In the planning phase it is wise to start communicating one on one,
and in group stakeholder meetings to raise awareness of the project aims and scope.
Reach out as broadly as possible to the following key stakeholders who will want to
encourage their youth learners to participate in the project:-

Drama schools/Theatre groups
Schools
Universities
Colleges
Local community theatre companies
Township arts groups
Community centres
Organisations working with young people
Carpenters with tools and workshops if no set designers
Politicians
Educators

Youth Theatre Project also offers valuable practical
experience for students in structured Drama,
Media and Communications Diplomas & Degrees
Key Spinoffs of your Youth Theatre Project
New Youth Theatre Participants
Adult performing arts practitioners get more involved in community theatre
Parental awareness of the power of performing arts in evolving their child’s
creativity, talent and self-confidence
New Theatre Patrons & Audience Development
Future Revenue Generation Opportunities
Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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PANSAEC Experience
Media and Communications
students from the local university
were delighted to use YTP to fulfil
the practical module requirement
of their third year TV Degree.
Secondary students used the YTP
to clarify their career goals in
performing arts: some youth even
chose to cross the line from acting
to technical production after their
exposure to professional stage
production for the first time.
YTP encouraged integration of
youth across gender, race,
language and age. The YTP also
involved youth living in outlying
areas of the city who are often
excluded from city central theatre
activities.
A local technical secondary school
introduced carpentry pupils to set
building for the first time.
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4 - PHASE 2
Identifying the
Script/s
Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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4.1 Phase 2 - Identifying the Script/s
Tools
Script Submission Form
Script Evaluation Matrix
Script Rights Waiver

Once the overall project plan is done, mentors identified and the Scriptwriting
Workshop planned it’s time to identify what your youth participants will be working
on for their production. This can determine your final budget, how many
participants you need for each line function and the demand on human resources
such as mentors etc. The ideal scenario is to include scriptwriting as an integral
part of the project. Identifying your script/s early in the process can help guide
the selection of participants to work on your showcase production.

1

2

3

Call for Scripts

Scriptwriter’s
Workshop

Script Selection

Explain the YTP
New or existing?
Deadline date
Workshop date
How to submit
Any set criteria
Script
Submission Form

Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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Establish panel
Prepare matrix
Assess scripts
Collate scores
Selection
Script Rights
Waiver Form
Welcome letter
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4.2 Process for Script Selection
Send out a call for scripts through the media, schools, universities and all project contacts giving a deadline for
submission and promoting the Scriptwriting Workshop. Your deadline must allow time for potential scriptwriters
to write a new work, especially those who plan to attend the workshop. In the pilot YTP the initial call for
scripts was in November and the deadline was originally the end of January however, as the workshop was only
held in January the deadline was extended until the end of February. One option is to send out your call for
scripts and hold the workshop in November/December, giving participants the entire holiday period to write.
Be clear about whether scripts must be written specifically for the project or if writers can submit existing
scripts. Of the five scripts selected for the PANSAEC YTP, only one was a new work written by a workshop
participant. Several other workshop participants were working on a script but could not meet the deadline.
Do you want scripts to be a specific length or have a particular theme? The five scripts used in the ECYTP all
had very topical themes including rape, the state of the hospital system and inter-racial relationships. The
length of these scripts varied from 10 minutes to approximately 30 minutes.
Give writers a range of options as to how they can submit scripts. Remember not everyone has access to a
printer or email and some writers may not want to send a digital copy of their work. The ECYTP had a central
drop off point at the Port Elizabeth Opera House as well as offering submission by email, fax or post.
The Script Selection Panel can be made up of writers, directors, actors and other suitable experts, ideally
independent from the project and could have a minimum of three and a maximum of six members. Your panel
ideally should have multi-lingual members so that every play can be read by at least three members of the
panel. The PANSAEC YTP had to go outside the panel to have an isiXhosa script assessed which meant that only
two people rated that script as opposed to the four who read all the others.
To ensure transparency and fairness you need a quantitative way of assessing the scripts and an example of the
tool developed for the pilot project in Section 9 of this Toolkit. This tool is also useful in gathering feedback
which can then be passed on to all the scriptwriters as part of their mentoring process. Even the writers whose
scripts are not selected should ideally be given some feedback to help them improve their scripts.
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The criteria used to assess the EC YTP Scripts are set out below. These criteria were developed from online
research and consultation with local experts. Scripts were scored out of 10 points for each section.

4. Stage Directions
1. Concept
Originality
Imagination
Achievable given budget, resources, etc

2. Storytelling / Plot

Appropriate use of stage directions
Clear use of stage directions
Feasibility

5. Dialogue
Natural
Succinct, Not too expositional
Appropriate for the characters and situation
Characters have a unique voice
Good use of language
Moves the plot forward

Structure - beginning/middle/end
Coherence
Pacing
Interest
Conflict, turning point/s

6. Setting

3. Characterisation

Convincing setting
Good use of space

Believable characters
Well developed
Appropriate dialogue
Believable relationships
Move the plot forward

7. Suitability for the YTP
Fits the aims of the Youth Theatre Project
Offers scope for development across a range of skill areas

The final decision on which script/s will be produced can be guided by the ratings given by the panel however
you should also consider:
How well will the script/s help achieve all the aims of your YTP?
Will the script/s provide plenty of scope for all participants, eg costumes, makeup and sets?
Can the script/s be staged within your budget?
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5 - PHASE 3
Workshops
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5.1 Phase 3 - Workshops
Workshop Tools
Template – Workshop Outcomes & Overview
Template – Workshop Workbook
Workshop Checklist
Participant Database
Workshop Participant List & Sign In
Workshop Registration Form
Workshop Evaluation Form
Workshop Report
Workshop Report Appendix
Facilitator Evaluation Form
Facilitator Thanks Letter

PANSAEC Examples
Workshop Registration & Introductions
Workshop Report Sample
Workshop Outline samples in Section 9
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The YTP Workshops are a vital part of your project and serve to give
your selected participants a solid grounding in all the basics of their
chosen field. If funding allows, you can open up the workshops to
people of all ages as PANSAEC did. This meant that the best
practice taught in the workshops was taken out and applied in school
productions, amateur and community theatre and by other
professional organisations, lifting the standards across the board.

Who should run the Workshops?
All workshop Facilitators should have extensive knowledge and
experience in their chosen field. They may also be the person who
will mentor the selected participants. Where possible, all Facilitators
should attend Facilitation Skills Training during your planning phase.
A person who is an expert in their field is not necessarily good at
teaching others or may be more used to teaching adults rather than
youth. High School teachers may be excellent in a school
environment but not used to skills based training. Facilitation Skills
Training will help ensure consistency in both the quality and the
methodology of the Workshops.
Your Project Coordinator needs to work closely with Facilitators to
prepare the Workshop Outcomes and Outline which is used to
promote the workshop and develop any course materials such as
Workbooks, presentations or handouts.
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5.2 Organising & Marketing Your Workshops
Planning & Organising
Develop a full schedule of all
workshops in consultation with
the selected Facilitators.
Source venues and confirm.
Set up booking procedures and
send confirmation to everyone
who books a place.
Confirm Facilitators and get a
short biography from each.
Obtain Workshop Outcomes and
Outlines for all workshops.
Organise travel and
accommodation if needed.
Liaise with facilitators to find out
what materials, equipment and
venue set up they require.
Arrange a roster for Project Team
attendance to assist with
registrations and provide
support.
Prepare a Workshop Kit with all
materials and supplies including
forms, pens and notebooks.

Marketing
Facilitators & Mentors
Establish Outcomes for your
workshop, eg, “At the end of this
workshop participants will be able
to....”
Identify the skills, knowledge and
attitudes that you need to teach
in order to achieve the outcomes
and develop a workshop outline.
If the Facilitator will not be
mentoring project participants,
liaise with mentor/s – messages
given at different parts of the
project should be consistent.
Develop or source your learning
materials, eg, a workbook,
handouts, powerpoint
presentation, sample scripts, etc.
Liaise with the Project
Coordinator to organise printing
and copying and to source any
additional equipment or
materials.

Organise transport, meals and
refreshments as needed.
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Prepare and send out a Press
Release for the overall workshop
programme including details of
Facilitators (their experience
should be a selling point). You
may also hold a formal Press
Launch
Prepare a poster and/or flyer of
the full workshop schedule with
contact details to book a place in
the workshop.
Liaise with schools, universities,
drama schools, and community
theatre companies etc to help
you get the word out.
Launch a Facebook campaign –
digital media has proven to be
the best way to reach young
people so consider well timed,
paid advertising on Facebook.
Prepare digital posters for each
workshop that can be distributed
online or by email.
Send a follow up press release
for each workshop and include
examples of feedback from
previous workshops.
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5.2 Organising & Marketing Your Workshops (cont.)
Representatives of the Project Team need to be present at all workshops and be well
informed about all aspects of the project. They will be there to provide support to the
Facilitators throughout the workshop and to assist with registrations, gathering
evaluation forms, answering YTP related questions, ensuring transport, meals and
refreshments are available if funding allows and identifying any young people who
would like to participate in the production phase of the project. Facilitators must be
able to focus solely on running their workshop.
At the beginning of each workshop the Project Manager should give an overview of
the YTP, introduce the Facilitator and tell attendees what to do if they would like to
take part in the production phase of the project. Developing a “script” for this is a
good idea as your Project Manager may not always be available and another Project
Team member may need to step in. The PANSAEC YTP developed a job aid for set up
and registrations and a guide for the introduction which is in the tools section.
All Mentors in the field covered by the workshop should attend if possible. This is a
great opportunity to start building a relationship with the youth they will be working
with and ensures that Mentors know exactly what has been covered and what they
might need to teach as they mentor.
Bookings are essential so that you can organise sufficient supplies and workshop
materials. Send a confirmation email or text to everyone who books a place on the
workshop 48 hours beforehand. If you are providing transport assistance, ask
attendees to meet at a central location or set pick up points at a certain time where
taxis can collect and bring them to your venue. If your budget allows you can then
reimburse them any bus or taxi expenses incurred in getting to the pick-up location.
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In the confirmation email, advise participants to bring lunch or money to buy food. During the pilot project the
Facilitators, Mentors and Project Team members were provided with lunch however it was noticed that some
young people did not have money or food and from then on, lunch was discretely offered where needed.
Make sure all participants complete an Evaluation Form. A copy of the ECYTP form is included in this Toolkit.
After each workshop, send the Facilitator a letter of thanks. A template is available in the Tools section.
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WORKSHOP CHECKLIST
LOGISTICS

WORKSHOP

Date/s:

Costs
Facilitator/s
Confirmed:

Workshop
Outline rec’d

___/___/201X Travel
Date paid:

Numbers
Confirmations
Participants Transport

Accommodation

Meals /
Refreshments

Thanks letter

Certificates

Confirmed

Handouts/
Workbooks

___/___/201X
Venue
Confirmed:
___/___/201X Set-up
Date paid:

Staffing

Other materials

Materials &
Printing
Participant List &
Sign-in Sheet

___/___/201X

Invitations

Mentors

Registration &
Evaluation Forms

Photos/Video

Facilitator

Project Team

Debrief

Poster
Press Release

Marketing
Social Media
Paid Ads

Evaluations to
Report completed

Action
required
TOTAL COST

Costs

5.3 The Suggested Workshop Schedule
This is an outline of a suggested workshop schedule based on the experience of PANSAEC. Following a review of the workshops and how
successfully they prepared the young participants for the project, some improvements were identified. These have been included in this
model, such as a basic Introduction to Theatre Workshop to lay foundations for later, more detailed topics.
Some areas were not covered by workshops, namely Set Construction and Videography. The participants who videoed the workshops and
the production itself were media students from the local university. They were given training and mentoring as they filmed all aspects of
the project and then produced a documentary which aired at each performance. The set for the pilot project was built by students from a
local high school who were mentored by their teacher using the set design and plans developed by the Scenic Designer and her mentor.

Workshop
Script Writers
Workshop
Introduction to the
Theatre

Length

Hints & Notes

2 days

This needs to be your first workshop as participants may want to write a script to submit
for the project. It may well take place 2-3 months before the main workshops begin.

1–2
days

PANSAEC found that although the young people coming to workshops were very
interested in theatre, they did not always have some of the basic knowledge such as
theatrical terms, health and safety or the names of parts of the theatre.
Covering the basics in a separate workshop means that you don’t have to spend as much
time in later workshops explaining where down stage right is or what a proscenium arch
is.

Director’s Workshop

2 days

This workshop should ideally be run early in the workshop schedule. The Director/s
selected for your project may need some time to read, research and create their vision
for the work/s they will direct.
The Director/s selected for the project should then be encouraged to attend as many
other workshops as possible to have the big picture of what is possible and how
everything works together.

Production
Management
Workshop

2 days

Getting a Production Manager on board early means that they can be mentored
throughout the production planning process.
Your Production Manager should also be encouraged to attend as many future workshops
as possible as they will be dealing with all departments during the production.

Theatre
Photography
Workshop

1 day

Once your photographers have attended the workshop they can start photographing
future workshops with support from their mentor.
This not only gives them great experience but also give you a record of the workshops for
your archives.

Scenic Design
Workshop

1 day

Whether you select a single scenic designer or a team, coming up with a design that
satisfies the Director’s vision, can be built within your budget and is something
manageable for your set building team, can take some time and lots of consultation.
The ECYTP workshop was very much about the creative process and then taking that to a
drawing and model of your design.
Once the Scenic Designer is chosen they can immediately start working with the
Director/s and Production Manager to get a design finalised.

Costume Design &
Coordination
Workshop

2 days

In a professional theatre environment the costume designer is not usually the same
person who sources, makes and coordinates the costumes for the production.
You need to decide whether these will be separate functions or done by the same person.
This could be run as 2 one day workshops, the first day being Costume Design and the
second covering how to take the designs from a concept to actual costumes for the
actors.

Marketing & PR in
the Performing Arts

1-2 day

This workshop should cover all the basics including; what is marketing and public
relations, different avenues for marketing a production and writing press releases.
Once participants for the project are selected you can look at their existing skill sets and
give additional training in other aspects such as production design (posters, flyers,
programmes), writing reviews for the press and on air interview skills.

Stage Management
Workshop

2 days

Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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Anyone interested in the technical side of theatre should be encouraged to attend this
and the Lighting and Sound workshops.
Stage Managers in the project work with all technical departments, particularly during
your “tech week” when all the equipment is set up and the technical side of the
production begins.
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Lighting Design
Workshop

2 days

This is one of the most intensive workshops and needs to cover both the
theory of lighting design and the practical side of how to achieve a design
using the available lights.
You may also need to cover the basics of lighting operation as you will need
several people to work on lighting for the production.
It should ideally be run in a working theatre environment.

Sound Design Workshop

2 days

This workshop should also be conducted in a theatre with access to a range
of equipment and cover sound design and operation.

Theatre Make Up & Hair
Workshop

1 day

Participants in this workshop will need plenty of time for practical activities
and purchase of materials can be costly. You can, however, use the makeup
and hair products from this workshop for your production.

Props Workshop

2 days

This workshop was very well received by participants in the PANSAEC YTP
when run as a one day course but the general feedback was that it should be
longer.
A 2 day workshop will give participants the chance to do more practical
activities such as identifying the props required, researching props, sourcing
props, setting up a props table and how to make a variety of different
common props using a range of materials.

Choreography &
Movement Workshop

2 days

This workshop not only covers choreography for experienced dancers but
also physical theatre which was used in several of the ECYTP plays.

Music In the Performing
Arts

2 days

Due to timing clashes this workshop was not run during the PANSAEC YTP.
There are two very different aspects that can be covered in this workshop
depending on whether the focus is on selecting incidental and background
music, eg, for a play which might be targeted at Directors and Sound
Designers, or if you are working on a musical which needs skills in musical
direction, vocal coaching, conducting etc.
You could choose to run separate sessions for these two aspects.
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2 days

Introduction to Acting
Workshop

1 - 2 days

Communication &
Interpersonal Skills

The pilot YTP ran an intensive acting workshop which some participants
found very daunting, particularly those with very little experience.
It is suggested that the initial workshop cover the basics including how to
audition and then a more in depth workshop be run for the actors who are
cast in your production.
This was run as Day 2 of the Production Management workshop in the pilot
YTP and was seen as something that would be very useful for all participants.
It could be run early in the workshop programme or as an advanced
workshop for all the selected participants for your YTP when it would be an
excellent team building exercise.
This workshop covers topics such as personality types, communication skills,
conflict resolution, assertion and problem solving.

After each Workshop:
Identify young people who would like to take part in the production before the workshop closes. Participants can be
selected from young people who self nominate and by the mentor and facilitator who may have observed workshop
participants who showed aptitude for a particular role (possibly a different one to the workshop topic).
Prepare a report on each workshop using information from the Facilitator/s, Project Team and Mentors who attended and
participant and facilitator evaluations. This will help identify the successful aspects of the workshop and any areas where
Mentors may need to provide more in depth training as you move forward.
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6 - PHASE 4
The Production
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6.1 Phase 4 - The Production!
The Production phase of your project is where all participants are able
to apply the knowledge they have gained during workshops while they
receive in-depth mentoring. This is the time where your participants
become an effective and supportive team all focused on the goal of
delivering an outstanding production.
Production planning begins during the Workshop Phase as participants
in each discipline are identified and begin working with their mentors.
By the time auditions take place you will have your script/s, directors,
designers, production manager, technical team and marketing all on
board.

Tools
Contract of Commitment
Participant Database

PANSAEC Examples
YTP Rules & Guidelines
Participant Welcome Letter
Emergency Contact Details Form
Orientation Agenda
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Once auditions are
finalised, all the
participants come
together for an
Orientation and
rehearsals begin!
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6.2 Production Overview
The following table gives an overview of the activities taking place during each phase of the project as participants who will take part in the
final production are identified. Your production team is built up over the course of the workshops phase so that by the time Auditions take
place there is a production budget completed and each Department has a clear plan of what they need to do.
Each aspect of the production has several players:
The Head of Department is the youth participant or the elected team leader if there is more than one young person performing a
specific function.
The Mentor of the participants in that department.
The Champion from the Project Team for that discipline.
The Project Manager and Coordinator should also be present at as many activities as possible to monitor progress.
As each participant is brought on board the Production Manager should find out if assistance is required for transport or meals.

Workshops

Phase Event

Production Activities

Scriptwriting

Call for script submissions and select the script/s to be produced.
Scriptwriter/s meet with their mentor to receive feedback on their script.
Scripts are refined based on feedback and with mentor support.

Directing

Select a Director for each script.
Directors meet with their Mentor to clarify their role and discuss how to analyse the script
and begin forming their vision for the piece.
Directors and their Mentor meet with the Scriptwriter to get their insight, discuss any
editing being done on the script and ask any questions.
Directors then read their scripts and develop their vision for the piece.

Production
Management

Select a Production Manager and a Production Assistant if desired.
The Production Manager meets with their Mentor to clearly define their role, lines of
communication and what delegations they have in respect of decision making, budget
management and handling funds.
A draft budget based on the allocated funds is prepared and budgets requests from each
Department approved or adjusted as necessary.
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Stage Management

Select a Marketing and PR team remembering that a broad set of skills is needed to
cover all aspects of the production marketing; writing press releases, graphic design,
managing digital media, doing radio and television interviews and developing a
marketing plan with a budget.
The Marketing and PR Team meet with their mentor to prepare a marketing plan and
budget to submit to the Production Manager and assign roles.
It is important that there is a clear point at which this team takes over the marketing
responsibilities from the Project Management Team, eg, do they market the remaining
workshops or start with the production itself?

Marketing & PR

Workshops

Select a Stage Manager for each play.
Stage Managers meet with their Mentor to clarify their role.
Stage Managers attend Production Meetings with their Directors.

Photography
Videography

Once these participants are selected they can begin documenting future workshops with
their Mentor to get practical experience. An option is for them to create a visual record
which can be used to make a documentary of the process and the production itself.
Ideally they will have a mentor present at all times or be able to show their Mentor their
work and obtain feedback.
Selection of photographs and video for marketing purposes should be done by the
participants with guidance from the Mentors.

Lighting Design
Sound Design
Costume Design &
Coordination
Hair & Makeup
Props Management
Music

Select participants for each role – you may choose to have a team making up each
Department.
Each Department meets with their mentor to clarify their role and for mentors to gauge
the skill level of each participant and how much guidance and support will be needed.
Arrange for each Department to meet with the Director/s to find out the Director’s vision
and what they are looking for in terms of the overall design, feel, style and any special
requests. This can be done separately or at a meeting where each Department has a set
time with the Director to discuss and ask questions.
Each department then needs to prepare a concept, plan or design to present to the
Director/s for approval after which they can formulate a budget request to submit to the
Production Manager.
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Workshops

Choreography /
Physical Theatre

Select a participant with the required skills based on the selected scripts.
The participant and their Mentor need to then meet with the Director/s to determine
exactly what is required and what role they will play in the audition process.

Production
Meetings

There should be regular meetings attended by the Production Manager, Stage Manager/s,
Director/s and each Department with their Mentors. Some will be full production
meetings with all players present, other meetings may focus on one particular aspect. A
meeting about scenic design could consist of the Production Manager, Stage Manager,
Scenic Designer, Lighting Designer and the Set Construction Head of Department plus
mentors.
Directors meet with their mentor to determine how the Auditions will be conducted and
what they require from auditionees.
Appoint a contact person for audition enquiries who can answer questions and send out
Audition Packages – this may need to be someone from the Project Team.
Market the Auditions.
Prepare the Audition Package and Audition lists – this can be done by the Production
Manager.
Arrange for photographers and videographers to attend.
The Stage Manager/s will run front of house for the auditions, notify call backs and
advise successful auditionees. Project Team members and Mentors need to be present
throughout the Audition process.

Production

Auditions

Orientation

Hold an Orientation with all participants to ensure everyone knows who the key players
are, understands their role, what will happen from now until the performances end,
timeframes, the importance of commitment and administrative details such as organising
transport and what to do if any issues arise. You might also want to invite parents.
Directors meet their cast, discuss roles and do a read through.

Marketing & Ticket
Sales

The Marketing team by now will have a name and branding so that they can launch the
production. Press releases can focus on the casting and tickets going on sale.
Tickets need to be made available either through an established website such as
Computicket or handled by the Project Team.
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Production

Rehearsals

Develop a rehearsal schedule in consultation with the Project Coordinator, Mentors,
Directors and Participants. The Project Coordinator will work with the Production
manager to secure venues, arrange transport and provide organisational support.
Stage Mangers attend all rehearsals and prepare a report which goes to the Production
Manager and is then forwarded to each Department.
Stage Managers mark the rehearsal space to simulate the stage and set.
Stage Managers liaise with the Props Managers to secure rehearsal props.
Heads of Department attend rehearsals as needed to refine their plans and identify any
new requirements or modifications.
Costume, Makeup and Props Departments finalise sourcing or making.

Moving into the
Theatre - Tech
Week

Set is installed and any finishing touches done.
Actors are placed on the stage with the set so that any repositioning can be done.
Lighting is rigged and then the Designer works with the Director to plot the lighting.
Sound is set up and refined as needed.
All props and costumes should be ready and set up at the props table and in dressing
rooms.
Final rehearsals done with full technical setup, costumes, makeup and props.

Performances

The Production Manger arranges front of house functions such as door sales, greeting VIP
guests and liaising with the venue.

Wrap-up and Strike

Hold a gala or after party where participants and mentors are recognised and gifts,
certificates etc issued.
Ensure all participants complete an evaluation of the project.
The set needs to be broken down and stored, costumes washed and returned or stores,
props returned or stored and all lighting and sound equipment returned.
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6.3 Your Participants – Selection & Responsibilities
How do you select participants?
In your project plan you will have determined the age range and any other criteria
for participants in your project. There may also be certain conditions attached to
your funding which need to be considered. The more you promote the project itself
and the workshops, the more young people will get involved and the larger the pool
of potential participants will be.
Ideally you will be able to involve everyone who is interested with the possible
exception of those who audition and are not interested in taking on any other task
if unsuccessful. In the event of having too many people you will need to have
some clear selection criteria and a process for selection that is fair and transparent.
Particular roles may need certain skills or access to equipment, eg, your Production
Manager needs strong leadership and organisational skills, your photographer/s
should have their own camera if possible, some of your marketing team need basic
computer skills to prepare and issue press releases and access to the internet for
social media, you will also need someone with basic graphic design skills. Although
some of these skills can be developed during the mentoring process, teaching
someone how to do word processing is probably outside the scope of your project.
If a participant is not identified during the workshops or auditions you can use your
networks, including other participants to identify and approach suitable young
people.
Once participants are selected they should be asked to sign a Contract of
Commitment and provide Emergency Contact Details. It may be worth having an
information session for parents at some point so that they understand the level of
commitment required and can support their child during the process. During the
pilot project one parent took her child, a lead actor, out of the play as a
punishment not understanding the impact it would have on everyone else. She
was finally allowed to carry on after the Project Team appealed to her and
explained the consequences.
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PANSAEC Experience
Of the participants in the pilot YTP:
29 participants attended the workshop
for the specific role they took on and
expressed their interest at the
workshop.
6 attended other workshops but
indicated that they wanted to work in a
different area.
9 participated through the involvement
of their school or university
8 joined the project after being
identified and contacted by the Project
Team, a Mentor or other participants.
16 responded to advertising for scripts
or auditions.
1 contacted the Project Coordinator
asking to be involved in set
construction and joined the group from
the local high school.
All participants who volunteered were
accepted and in some cases whilst
there was good attendance at the
workshop, only one person wanted to
participate in the production.
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6.3 Your Participants – Selection & Responsibilities (cont.)
The roles and responsibilities that fall under each Department will be covered in detail in the relevant workshop and should be one of the
first discussions that Mentors have with participants. An overview of the key responsibilities including any tools and templates that can be
used is given below.

Production
Manager

Oversee the entire Production process
Liaise between each Department
Prepare the Production Budget
Approve or negotiate budgets for each Department
Call and chair Production Meetings and disseminate minutes
Ensure all Departments have the most up to date copy of the script/s
Work with Project Team, Mentors, Director/s and Stage Managers to develop rehearsal schedules
May have some involvement in organising venues, transport, refreshments, etc

Marketing & PR

Prepare a Marketing and PR plan for the Production
Create a name and branding for the Production
Issue Press Releases at all key points, eg, launch of the name, casting, tickets on sale, interest stories on
participants or mentors, etc.
Design of posters, flyers, digital branding and the programme
Manage social media presence with regular posts, photos, videos, etc

Scriptwriter

Refine their script as required and after feedback from their mentor
Send all script revisions to the Production Manager
Attend some rehearsals to check if further revisions after needed

Director

Develop an overall vision for the show
Meet with all Departments to share their vision and approve designs etc
Input into developing rehearsal schedules
Attend all production meetings
Run rehearsals and direct their actors

Stage Manager

Appoint an Assistant Stage Manager who can fill in as required
Attend all production meetings with their Director
Attend all rehearsals and prepare a Rehearsal Report to send to the Production Manager for dissemination to
all Departments
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Mark out rehearsal spaces in line with the scenic design
Work with the Props Manager to obtain props for rehearsals
Recruit the Backstage Crew
Assist with rigging and set up of lights and sound
Manage rehearsals once the show has moved in to the theatre
Run the show

Scenic Designer

Consult with the Director to discuss their vision for the show and any special requirements for the set such as
moving pieces or trapdoors
Prepare a set design and discuss with the Director; then make a set model
Once the design is approved, cost all the construction materials required and any hiring or purchase costs,
especially for set dressing
Prepare a budget request and submit to the Production Manager – adjust design if necessary
Prepare (with assistance from mentor or suitable qualified person) detailed plans for each component to
provide to the construction team

Set Construction
Team

Obtain all materials based on the plans provided by the Scenic Designer
Construct all set pieces as per the plans provided and ensure each set piece is safe for use on stage
Source any set dressing such as furniture, etc
Erect the set in the theatre and make any finishing touches

Lighting Design
& Operation

Consult with the Director to discuss their vision for the show and any special lighting requirements such as
specials or effects
Prepare a lighting design and discuss with the Director
Once the design is approved, cost all the equipment and effects required
Prepare a budget request and submit to the Production Manager – adjust design if necessary
Monitor Rehearsal Reports for any additional requirements or changes
Arrange for hire or loan of equipment and purchase of special items such as gobos, etc
Recruit the Lighting Team: Follow Spot Operators, Intell Operator, AV Operator, etc
Oversee rigging and focussing
Plot lighting with the Director
Lighting Operator to run lights for technical rehearsals and performances
Strike equipment and return all loaned/hired equipment

Sound Design &
Operation

Consult with the Director to discuss their vision for the show and any special sound requirements such as
ambient noise, music or sound effects
Prepare a sound design and discuss with the Director and Musical Director if doing a musical
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Once the design is approved, cost all the equipment and effects required
Prepare a budget request and submit to the Production Manager – adjust design if necessary
Monitor Rehearsal Reports for any additional requirements or changes
Arrange for hire or loan of equipment and licensing/purchase of other music or effects
Recruit the Sound Team: Microphone Assistant, etc
Set up and test equipment
Run sound rehearsals (with the Musical Director if applicable) and make adjustments as necessary
Run sound during the performances
Strike equipment and return all loaned/hired equipment

Choreographer/
Physical Theatre

If doing a musical, the Choreographer will work closely with the Director to identify and choreograph all dance
numbers as well as consult on staging of other musical numbers as required. The Choreographer will be
involved in planning the rehearsal schedules to include specific dance rehearsals.
If the piece has physical theatre, consult with the Director to discuss the Director’s vision and where the
physical theatre will occur.
Devise staging of the physical theatre and liaise with the Director for rehearsal time

Musical Director
(includes Vocal
Coach, etc)

If doing a musical, the Musical Director will work closely with the Director to realise their vocal vision for the
show. They will be involved in planning rehearsals and usually the singing rehearsals will be done first so that
performers know their songs when staging and choreography is done.
Singing rehearsals will be run by the Vocal Coach and a Rehearsal Pianist plays for later rehearsals
Recruit and rehearse the orchestra
Advise during set up of sound equipment and sound rehearsals
Conduct the orchestra and cast during rehearsals and performances

Costume Design

Consult with the Director to discuss their vision for the show and any special costume requirements for the set
such as specialty costumes or those that need special pockets, fastenings, etc
Design costumes for each character including the overall look, colours and fabrics to present to the Director
Identify what will need to be made, what can be hired and what can be borrowed and cost all items
Once the design is approved, prepare a budget request and submit to the Production Manager – adjust design
if necessary

Costume
Coordinator /
Wardrobe Team

Measure all actors and make, hire or source all required costumes
Fit actors during the rehearsal period and get final approval for each costume from the Director
Ensure all cast members are costumed on time according to the rehearsal schedule – eg for photo call and
then dress rehearsals
Monitor Rehearsal Reports for any additional requirements or changes and consult with the Costume Designer
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if necessary
Provide rehearsal costumes (either the real costume of a stand in) where required so that actors can work in
them – particularly important if there are special pockets or if the costume is not something the actor would be
used to wearing, eg a fat suit or period outfit
Be on hand during rehearsals and performances to make running repairs, do alterations and wash costumes
Dress cast as needed during dress rehearsals and performances
Collect all costumes after the performances, clean or wash as required and return any hired or borrowed items.

Hair & Makeup
Team

Meet with the Director to discuss their vision for make up for the production and any special requirements such
as effects (aging, scars, etc) or major changes during the show
Prepare designs for all major characters and any others requiring special make up
Identify and cost the makeup and materials required
Once the design is approved, prepare a budget request and submit to the Production Manager – adjust design
if necessary
Monitor Rehearsal Reports for any additional requirements or changes
Attend rehearsals to meet cast and check for special needs such as allergy free makeup and to do trial runs
Apply makeup and effects for dress rehearsals and performances

Props
Management

Consult with the Director to discuss their vision for the show and props requirements for each scene
Peruse the script and prepare a Props List for the full show
Identify what will need to be made, what can be hired and what can be borrowed and cost all items
Prepare a budget request and submit to the Production Manager – adjust your plan if necessary
Make, hire, borrow or buy all props items
Liaise with the Stage Manager to supply rehearsal props
Monitor Rehearsal Reports for any additional requirements or changes
Once in the theatre, prepare the props table and ensure all actors know where their props are and any special
instructions for use, eg, how an item works
Manage the props during rehearsals and performances to make sure everyone has the right props at the right
time and that all props are returned to their correct place after use
Make running repairs and adjustments as necessary
Post-show, return all hired or borrowed props and package the remainder for storage

Photographer &
Videographer

Attend as many workshops, meetings and rehearsals as possible to capture all aspects of the YTP
Provide photographs and video footage (approved by the mentor/s) for use by the marketing team
Take head shots and photographs for the programme at photo call
Make a video documentary of the process and film the production
Operate video equipment during the performances if required, eg, to screen the documentary
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6.4 Your Mentors
The role of a mentor is to train, provide guidance & help the
mentee find the right direction & develop solutions to
challenges that arise.
During your Planning Phase you will have identified Lead Mentors and additional backup
Mentors for participants working in each Department. Ideally, you will have held an
Information or Orientation Session with all mentors so that they clearly understand
their role and responsibilities, the support structures in place for them and their youth
participants and any reporting requirements.
Mentors should have their first Mentoring Meeting immediately after participants are
selected and need to have regular meetings with their mentees to monitor progress.
Mentors should be in attendance at all Production Meetings and at any other key
meetings their mentees attend, eg, Directors should be mentored at every rehearsal
and a Mentors needs to be at radio interviews with the Marketing & PR participants.
Your backup Mentors should be brought in at times when the lead mentor is
unavailable, eg, if they are unable to attend a rehearsal. Make sure all backup Mentors
are kept informed throughout the process so that they can be prepared when called in
and are aware of what work has been done by the Lead Mentors.

Mentor Tools
Participant Mentoring Report
Mentoring Meeting Report
Final Mentoring Report

PANSAEC Examples
Mentor Information & Guidelines
Mentor Report – Props
Final Mentor Report – Lighting Design
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Mentoring Milestone
There is no “one size fits all”
approach to mentoring. Some
participants may be able to work very
independently and use their mentor
to get feedback and advice or help
with problem solving. Other
participants will need to work much
more closely with their mentor at
each step along the way.
One of your first tasks with your
mentee will be to assess what level of
support they need and work out the
right approach to meet those needs.
Develop a plan for your mentoring
that will include when and how often
you will meet, some basic
groundrules and boundaries and clear
expectations for each of you.
Support your participant as they
make a plan covering the tasks they
are expected to perform, timeframes,
who they need to consult with and
what outcomes are expected.
These plans can then be used to
measure progress and provide
feedback.
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6.5 Marketing the Production
When will your marketing participants take over?

Marketing Tools

How many people will you need on your team?
What skills do you need?

Marketing Plan Template

PANSAEC Examples
Stage Flight! Poster
Mentor Report - Marketing
Final Mentor Report - Marketing
Press Release – YTP
Press Release – Casting
Press Release – Tickets on Sale
Media Coverage Report

These important questions need to be considered when selecting your
Marketing & PR Participants. Marketing and PR is one area where some
computer skills are a must and training your participants in basic word
processing, email and social media may not be possible given the timeframes
you are working under.

PANSAEC Experience
There were 6 on the Marketing & PR Team

Marketing the Youth Theatre Project covers many different aspects:
Building a strong relationship with local media;
Marketing the project as a whole;
Marketing Production related events such as auditions and performances;
Branding the production in the way that PANSAEC did with Stage Flight!;
Building and maintaining a buzz around the production;
Reaching all parts of the community via many different types of media;
Performing different functions as possible from graphic design to writing
theatre reviews.
Collecting all press clippings, interview recordings, photos and videos.
You may find that additional mentors are required that have specific
expertise although it is best to have one mentor taking overall
responsibility. These mentors may be drawn from local media or marketing
companies.
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Only 1 had graphic design skills
Only 3 had computer skills and access
to a PC, email and Facebook
Only 1 spoke the 3 local languages;
English, isiXhosa and Afrikaans
This meant that the bulk of the workload
was done by the Mentor (who was also the
project Champion) and 3 members of the
team. Choose carefully!
The other 3 participants had very limited
involvement due to lack of skills and
access to computers and internet. This will
be addressed in the next YTP.
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6.5 Marketing the Production (cont..)
Some Key Marketing & PR Milestones with Tips from PANSAEC
Make Contact with local
media outlets

You may find that a local newspaper or radio station will come on board as a media partner
and cover the production from start to finish. Your Champion may have already set this up
at the beginning of the project and can hand over to the Marketing and PR Team and their
Mentor.
You are more likely to get good coverage if you have made contact and established how
you can work with each different media outlet and what they require from you. There is
also the potential to recruit specialist mentors, eg, someone who can give feedback on
press releases or the review.

Name your Production &
Develop your Brand

Have a brainstorming session to come up with a name that captures what your production
is all about and a tag line for advertising. The PANSAEC YTP Marketing team brainstormed
a range of terms to do with theatre, youth and plays before sorting through the ideas and
coming up with Stage Flight!. The tag line “A Youth Collaboration of New Short Plays!”
summed up exactly what Stage Flight was about.
Develop a logo to be used across all your marketing material from letterheads to posters to
social media sites.

Advertise Auditions

Issue a Press Release, secure radio interviews and promote on Social Media so that you get
as many people as possible to come to audition. PANSAEC found the most effective
marketing for auditions was through paid advertising on Facebook. Almost 200 people
contacted the Project Coordinator regarding auditions and many were responding to the
Facebook ads. Some unsuccessful auditionees came on board to perform other roles.

Have a Press Launch

Invite all the local media to a press launch where they can meet your Director/s, cast,
Heads of Department, Mentors and other key people. Issue Press Kits and prepare your
participants for any questions the press might have.

Invite the Press

Issue personal invitations to the press to either a special gala performance or your opening
night – the sooner they attend the show, the sooner they can spread the word.
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6.6 The Production Manager
Production Tools
Production Checklist
Production Budget Template
Cash Payment Form
Cash Payment - Transport
Production Meeting Minutes
Production Team Cast & Crew
Loans Register
Rehearsal & Show Report

The role of Production Manager is a challenging one and key to the success of your Production.
This person is the glue that binds together all the different Departments and ensures everything
is running smoothly and on time from the first Production Meeting until the show closes. When
selecting your Production Manager you need to identify a mature young person with these skills
and personal qualities:
Strong leadership skills
Excellent team player
Excellent communication skills and able to be assertive when required
Computer literate and able to use email, Word and Excel
Solid numeracy skills to develop and manage a budget
Effective problem solver
Able to deal with conflict and difficult behaviour
Takes initiative within given boundaries and works independently
Good overall understanding of the role of the Production Team and Departments

Although they will work very closely with their Mentor and the Project Coordinator (in the PANSAEC Project these were the same person),
your Production Manager needs to constantly be on top of every aspect of the production. The first step in the Mentoring process must be
setting clear expectations and defining responsibilities. You may also appoint a Production Assistant to work with your Production Manager.
You will need to determine:

How far can your Production Manager go in decision making about budget items? Can they approve if within the budget?
Must they confirm with the Project Coordinator?
What is the procedure for obtaining funds, spending and reporting on budget expenditure?
Do they have access to funds – cash or a debit card – or do they make decisions and refer all payments to the Project
Coordinator?
Do they have the authority to book and confirm venues, hire equipment, etc?
Can they approve Department budgets if within the Production Budget?
Who must be consulted when organising meetings, etc?
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6.6 The Production Manager (cont..)
What does the Production Manager do? (adjust this list as needed)
Report to the Producer (the Project Team) on all aspects of the Production process;
Liaise between the Producer, the Director, Design and Production Staff;
Oversee scheduling, staffing and budgeting all aspects of show production;
Manage, monitor, and approve all production-related expenses;
Cost and order participant T-shirts – these are a much valued and sought after item;
Arrange accommodation, transport, meals and refreshments for the Production Team and participants as required;
Lead production meetings and attend all technical rehearsals;
Oversee, monitor, and evaluate the design process of all shows;
Work with designers to creatively solve all technical and financial challenges;
Organise venues for meetings, auditions, rehearsals, set construction and performances and arrange payments;
Coordinate development of the Rehearsal Schedule with Directors, Mentors and Venues
Monitor rehearsal and show reports and ensure all required action is taken;
Record all loans of equipment, sets, props or costumes and arrange collection and return;
Solve problems related to personnel, budget and scheduling.
Organise cast functions, recognition and Galas (Galas may be a function of the Marketing Team)

Production Meetings
Production meetings begin as soon as Heads of Department are selected and may consist of all Departments or the Director
and one or more specific Departments. This is the major conduit of communication between the different Departments as they
develop their plans and prepare budget requests.
The Production Manager is responsible for liaising with these parties to organise a date and time and the venue and to ensure
relevant Mentors and Project staff are present, eg, the Project Manager, Project Coordinator, Photographers and Videographers.
The Production Manager should take minutes and send these to all Departments and Mentors. This ensures that everyone is on
the same page and that anyone who was unable to attend knows what was discussed.
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6.7 Auditions
Planning your Auditions

Audition Tools
Audition Bookings List
CV Template

PANSAEC Examples
Stage Flight! Audition Process
Stage Flight! Audition Package
Directors Report – 1st Round
Auditions

Auditions are where your Directors select the most suitable actors to perform in the
production and should be fair, thorough and conducted in a supportive manner.
Auditions involve many members of the Production Team who need to work together to
ensure that the auditions are well organised, well promoted and well run.
The Production Manager should assist in coordinating all aspects of the audition
process. The Project Manager and Coordinator should also be involved in the planning
and attend auditions. The different tasks that need to be done are set out below. If
you are unsuccessful in casting all roles in the first round a strategy should be
developed to fill those roles which could involve a second round of auditions, making
individual approaches or re-auditioning first round people.

Once audition details have been finalised the Marketing team should work according to the activities in their overall Marketing
Plan. They will keep the Production Manager informed of key timeframes, eg when the Facebook ads will appear, when an
article has been published in the newspaper, radio interviews, etc, so that the contact person can be prepared for an influx of
enquiries.
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6.7 Auditions (cont..)
Person (and Mentor) Tasks
Director

Meet with their Mentor to determine a process for the auditions and who will sit on the panel.
Identify roles need to be cast and any additional extras or ensemble required. How many people are
needed for each piece?
Identify any specific skills needed and how they will be assessed. You may need to bring in some
specialist mentors.
Work out how the auditions will run and what is required from auditionees – must everyone prepare a
monologue, should everyone prepare a CV?
Provide this and any additional information to the Production Manager for the Audition Package, such as
monologue options. Not everyone will have a monologue and some may never have auditioned before.
Observe auditions and select actors for call backs and make final casting decisions.
In the PANSAEC YTP auditions began with a group movement audition then each auditionee was given a
time slot to present a monologue in a private audition. Directors met at the end of the day and
identified which actors they wanted to see at call backs which consisted of a cold reading from the
script. Not all roles were cast at the first auditions and a second round took place one week later which
was advertised and where targeted invitations were sent out.

(Choreographer and
Musical Director would also
be involved in this process)

Production Manager
(may be asked to sit on
the Audition panel)

Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT

Liaise with the Director and obtain full details of audition requirements.
Confirm dates and times when the Director, Production Manager and Stage Manager plus their Mentors
and Project Team representatives will be available. If key Mentors are not available for any part of the
process bring on board backup Mentors.
Secure a venue and arrange any equipment required, eg, a sound system.
Prepare an Audition Package and send to the Director and the Project Team for feedback and approval.
Provide all information to the Marketing Team.
Arrange for photographer/s and videographers.
Identify who will handle enquiries – phone calls, emails, messages and Facebook approaches – and
send out Audition Packages. This role may be more suited to the Project Coordinator or Intern as many
of the young participants may only be available after school hours and may not have airtime or data to
respond in a timely way.
Prepare an Audition List for the contact person – each auditionee who pre-books an audition is given a
time slot. You can either allocate at specific periods, eg, every 5 minutes, or call in several people for
each half hour slot. Remember not everyone will actually come.
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Prepare a task list setting out who is responsible for what: Printing, venue set-up, Meeting and
Greeting, Mentor roster, Managing the Auditions List, etc
Meet with everyone 30 minutes before the start of auditions to do a final check and confirm tasks.
Provide support, with the Stage Manager for all Audition staff including refreshments and meals, and
check in regularly to see if they need anything further.
Oversee call back contact and advise successful auditionees once the auditions are completed.

Stage Manager &
Assistant SMs

Set up the front of house – a table, copies of the audition list (all the booked audition slots), labels for
names or numbers, pens, spare Packages and forms, hard copies of monologues, etc
Set up the Audition space with chairs and tables for the Director and Mentors, an open area for
movement auditions, and any equipment, etc
Collect Audition Forms as auditionees arrive, get them to sign in and add to the list if they did not make
a booking. Use the Audition list to allocate a number to each auditionee and give a name/number tag.
Once individual auditions begin, escort and announce each auditionee and give the panel their form.
Get a list from the panel at the end of the day of who they would like to call back and contact everyone
with a time and any additional requirements.

Completed auditions mean you should now have a full complement for your Creative,
Production, Technical and Performance Teams.
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6.8 Rehearsals
The Rehearsal Schedule
Rehearsal
Tools

Shows who is rehearsing what, when and
where;

Rehearsal Schedule
Rehearsal & Show Report
Transport Planner

PANSAEC Examples
Combined Rehearsal Sched
Nimbandini Sched
Mopanja Rehearsal Report

Includes major production events such as
Photo Call, Bump in, Plotting and Final Dress
Rehearsal;
States which Mentors will attend each
rehearsal;
Is a consultative product to ensure all timing is
correct and key people are available.

Creating the Rehearsal Schedule
Directors meet with their Lead Mentor to determine:
How many rehearsals are needed and what will be covered at each rehearsal;
Any special venue requirements, eg, space for choreography or physical theatre;
What cast members are needed at each rehearsal;
Who else needs to attend specific rehearsals, eg, the Scenic Designer to see how a set
piece will be used, the Head of Lighting to see how a scene with lighting effects is being
staged, the Head of Sound to observe timing of effects,etc.

The Production Manager meets with Heads of Department and works backwards
from opening night to schedule:
Bump in and erection of the set;
Lighting rigging, focusing and plotting and Sound set up;
Technical Rehearsals for lighting, sound, backstage crew and props;
When costumes will be ready for a Costume and Photo Call;
Production Meetings.
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PANSAEC
Experience
The key challenges faced by
PANSAEC were:
Rehearsing 5 plays at once
led to big logistical
challenges when rehearsals
overlapped and 5 Mentors,
venues and admin tasks had
to be organised at once.
The first schedule was
developed by the Directors
and their Mentor without
consulting with the
Production Manager to make
sure that Mentors, Stage
Managers and venues were
available
Multiple Mentors had to be
used for Directing and not
all were familiar with the
play or what had already
been covered with the
Directors.
Rehearsals had to be briefly
suspended to regroup and
revise the schedule
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6.8 Rehearsals (cont..)
Creating the Rehearsal Schedule
The Production Manager books and organises:
Venues and who has keys, etc for access;
Someone to do administration relating to transport, refreshments and meals;
A mentor for each rehearsal.

The Production Manager liaises with the Director and Stage Manager to prepare a schedule.
The Schedule must be emailed to the Project Team, the Production Team, all Heads of Departments and
their Mentors, the cast, photographers and videographers.
It is best to put a date either in the file name or at the top of the schedule to ensure everyone has the
latest version as changes definitely WILL occur.
Any changes in schedule need to be communicated immediately to the Production manager – this can be
done in the daily Rehearsal report.
The schedule should have everyone involved striking the set the day after the production ends.

At every rehearsal:
The Director and their Mentor and the Stage Manager must be present.
The Production Manager with the Project Coordinator must make transport arrangements – participants
may be given a weekly lump sum to catch public taxis or busses but if the venue is not within reach of
public transport you will need to shuttle people from the taxi or bus terminus to the venue and then
back afterwards. If rehearsals are in the evening, taxis should be arranged to take each participant to
their home for safety.
Someone must take responsibility for the venue – often you will be using schools and community
facilities and to ensure future goodwill the venue must be left clean and secure. This could be the Stage
Manager
The Stage Manager must complete the attendance register and follow up any expected cast members
who have not arrived. Immediate action may need to be taken if a cast member has to be replaced
because of illness or is showing a lack of commitment.
The Stage Manager must complete a Rehearsal Report and send to the Production Manager before the
end of the day. The report will communicate to each Department any new requirements, confirm or
cancel existing requests and who will attend to any action items. The Production Manager will pass on to
all people on the Distribution List and check in to ensure any items have been noted and auctioned.
Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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6.9 Tech Week, Performance & Beyond
The excitement is building and it is now time to move in or “bump in” to the theatre and
begin the technical rehearsals leading up to Opening Night.
Your rehearsal schedule will already have the dates and times planned for major
activities that take place as you move into the theatre. This is a busy period with all
Departments and Team present with their mentors.

Tools
Show Report
Seating Plan & Box Office report

What happens during “Tech Week”
Bump in and erection of the set and set dressing;
Lighting rigging, focusing and plotting;
Sound set up;
Set up of your Props Table;
Technical Rehearsals for lighting, sound, backstage crew and props;
Placing of actors in correct position to work with the set and lighting;
Dress rehearsals and final dress rehearsal;
Handover of the show to the Stage Manager
Opening Night!
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PANSAEC Examples
Savoy Theatre Seating Plan
Participant Evaluation Form
Participant Acknowledgement Letter
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6.9 Tech Week, Performance & Beyond (cont..)
The Production Manager
Once in the theatre, the Production Manager should be making sure that everything is going according to plan and that any changes to
the schedule are communicated to everyone as soon as possible. This is where problems may occur and the Production Manager needs
to identify solutions and implement.
The Production Manager will allocate dressing rooms and ensure space is available for makeup and hair.
Transport, meals and refreshments need to be in place from day 1 in the theatre.
You may use your Production Manager to do door sales and manage the cash which they can then update on their budget.
The Production Manager or Project Coordinator should issue Participant Evaluation Forms to everyone involved, to be completed before
the show closes.
Liaises with the Project Team and Marketing Team to organise Galas, an after-show party for all participants and any recognition such
as certificates, gifts for Mentors and Participant Acknowledgement Letters.
Works with all Departments to strike the set and ensure all hired or borrowed items are returned.

The Stage Manager
Once in the theatre the Stage Manager is primarily responsible for coordinating and managing activities although they continue to do
Rehearsal Reports and support the Director.
The Stage Manager should address the cast and crew as soon as possible to:
reinforce safety in the theatre environment. The theatre can be a very dangerous place if people practice unsafe behaviours, are in
places they should not be, or if they touch or move items that are not their responsibility.
lay down some basic rules such as not touching or moving anything that is not yours and making sure they are on the spot to assist
with tasks such as set movement, helping other cast members change and returning props that have been assigned.
discuss respect for each other and appropriate behaviours in the dressing rooms, backstage and on stage.
explain procedures such as cast calls – 30 minutes, 25 minutes, 5 minutes and beginners and what these mean.
After final dress rehearsal the Director officially hands over the show to the Stage Manager and all communication between the Director
and cast should now go through the SM.
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7 - PHASE 5
Evaluation &
Reporting
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7.1 Phase 5 - Evaluation and Reporting
Evaluation and Reporting is an important aspect of your project management
process, as it gathers qualitative and quantitative data on the project experience.
Project team must allocate set time for youth participants to fill in these forms
clearly, neatly and honestly.
Quantitative data is information showing you the quantity of youth participants
who rate the project experience by numerical scores to show you the general
trends in the project experience. Please refer to Evaluation Templates for further
clarity on this.
Qualitative data is information offering honest personal views and opinions from
youth participants, Mentors and the Project Management team on the different
aspects of the project. Very rich and detailed results on these Evaluation Forms
is proof that those participating in the project are interested, committed and
inspired to share their experiences to make the project better in future. Motivate
everyone to fill in these forms very honestly, so that necessary changes can be
implemented where necessary for future projects.

Tools for Reporting
& Evaluation
Document Developer Job Description
Workshop Activity Report
Collated Youth Participant Evaluations
from Workshop Report
Mentor Meeting Report
YTP Mentor Post-project De-brief
Report
YTP HOD Post-project De-brief Report

The Project Manager, Project Coordinator and Document Developer will work in
close collaboration throughout the process to ensure that feedback emerging
from Evaluation Reports is analysed for relevant insights into the current project,
or for implementation in future YTPs.
Verbal feedback meetings between Project Team and Mentors, HODs should
happen regularly throughout your YTP, to constantly fine tune your project
delivery.
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7.1 Phase 5 - Evaluation and Reporting (cont..)
PANSAEC Experience
PANSAEC Examples
Executive Summary: PANSAEC YTP & Stageflight
Script Evaluations
Workshop Evaluation Form
YTP & Stageflight Evaluation Form

Evaluation and reporting templates were created to
assess the value and effectiveness of all stages of the
YTP, from workshops, to rehearsals, the production and
the overall experience.
Participant Evaluation Forms were collated and
reviewed after every workshop and any suggestions
passed on to Mentors in that field and to future
Facilitators.
In addition, all data gathered was interpreted and
written into a Project Report (Executive Summary), to
show return on funder’s investment in the project.
A Document Developer was hired on a freelance basis
to observe the project process objectively, to interpret
the data, and to capture this in an Executive Summary.
The Document Developer also worked together with the
Production Coordinator to develop this Toolkit.
In addition to formal Evaluation Reports, Mentors and
Heads of Department communicated frequently during
the project to exchange informal progress reports with
the Project Management and Production Teams. At the
end of the project, de-briefing meetings and
Mentor/HOD Reports provided comprehensive input on
delivery strengths and weaknesses. This was all
captured in the Executive Summary.
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8 - Resources,
Reports &
References
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8.1 – Resources, Reports & References
This section of the Toolkit contains in-depth documentation from PANSAEC, a full range of templates that you can modify for your project
and references to other tools and resources that will help you.

Activities

Timing

Forms, Templates and
Documents

Reports and Product

Planning and Project Management
Proposal

July 2013

Project Proposal

Project Planning

July 2013 ongoing

Approaches to Mentors &
Facilitators

August 2013 Database Template
– April 2014

Youth Theatre project – Guidelines
and Rules

Project Plan
YTP Guidelines and Rules
YTP - Logo
YTP Database: Facilitators and
Mentors

Draft Workshop
Programme
YTP Budget and Financial
Management

YTP Budget
YTP Cash Payment Form
YTP Cash Payment - Transport

YTP Budget
YTP Cash Payment Form
YTP Cash Payment - Transport

Phase 1 – Script Writing Phase
Call for Scripts –
Poster, Facebook and Email
marketing

January
2014

Scriptwriting Workshop

18 –
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Workshop Registration
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19/1/2014

Workshop Evaluation
Workshop Outline Template
Workshop Workbook Template

Script Submission

By 28
/2/2014

Script Submission Form

Script reading and
adjudication

March 2014

Script Evaluation Form
Script Rights Waiver

Script Evaluation - Combined

Mentoring of Scriptwriters
Meeting: Writers,
Directors, Script
Evaluators
Mentoring Session –
Colin Ward
Written Feedback –
David Fick
Script Review and
rewrite

March –
1/8/2014

*Scriptwriters Mentoring
Evaluation (email document)

Scriptwriters Mentoring Feedback –
Colin Ward
* Dramaturgy Report – David Fick

Participants
*Workshop Report – combined
*Workshop Evaluation Form data collated

* Updated scripts

Phase 2: Training Phase
Workshop Schedule
finalised

Combined Workshop Schedule
Committee Roster

Facilitators confirmed

2 weeks
prior

Facilitator/Mentor Biographies

Workshop Planning,
Marketing & Logistics

March – May YTP – Workshop Checklist
2014
Workshop Attendance List

Poster – all workshops

Workshops conducted

March – May Workshop Registration and
2014
Introduction Guidelines
Workshop Checklist

YTP Database: Workshop
Participants
* Standard format Workshop
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Workshop Registration v2
Workshop Evaluation v2
Workshop Outlines
Workshop Workbook Template
Facilitator Thank you letter
Template

Outlines
* Standard format Workbooks
* Workshop Report – combined
* Workshop Evaluation Form data collated
Thank You Letters to all Facilitators
Workshop Photographs and Video

Phase 3: Production and Performance Phase
Participants Selected

March –
June 2014

Participant Welcome Letter
Contract of Commitment
JUMP Book Receipt & Emergency
Contact Details

Welcome Letter to all Participants
YTP Database: Project Participants
Completed Contracts of
Commitment

Auditions

24 - 25th
May and 7th
June 2014

Audition
Audition
Audition
Audition

Auditions Poster
*Audition Process and Procedures
Audition Call Back Scripts
Director’s first Auditions Report
Audition Photographs and Video

Mentoring

Ongoing

Mentoring Information & Guidelines * Mentoring Reports – Meetings
Mentoring Report
* Mentoring Reports – Individual
* Mentoring Reports - Rehearsals

Production Meetings
Orientation
Combined Production
Meetings
Per Play Production
Meetings
Production Planning and
Logistics
Youth Theatre Project TOOLKIT
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Package
Form
CV Template
List by name and time

14/6/14
1/7/14
Ongoing

Orientation Agenda

May –
Production Meeting Minutes
August 2014 Template

Stage Flight! Budget
Costumes Concept Document
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Rehearsals

June – July
2014

Bookings

Budget Template
Production Checklist
Costumes List Template
Sponsor Letter Template

Set Concept Document
Set Technical Drawings
Budget Requests

Production Team and Cast List &
Checklist Template
Combined Rehearsal Schedule
Template
Rehearsal Schedule Template
Rehearsal Register Template
Rehearsal Report Template

Production Team and Cast Lists &
Checklists for each play
Combined Rehearsal Schedule
Rehearsal Schedule for each play
Rehearsal Register for each play
Rehearsal Reports Rehearsal
Photographs and Video

Booking List Template

Computicket Event Form

Phase 4: Evaluation, Debrief and Reporting
Debrief meetings

Mentors debrief

Reports

Executive Summary

Links
Arterial Network
http://www.arterialnetwork.org/

Arterial Network Project Management Toolkit for Arts and Culture
Arterial Network Arts Fundraising Toolkit
Arterial Network Arts Marketing toolkit
BASA Toolkits

Business and Arts South Africa
http://www.basa.co.za/

Business and Artists Toolkits

Other Resources
PANSAEC purchased a copy of “JUMP Theatre: How to Make a Play” by Kevin Hanssen for each participant. Kevin is Zimbabwe based and
has extensive experience across many theatrical disciplines. The book gives a solid basic foundation and can be used in workshops and by
Mentors. Check Kevin’s website here: http://kevinhanssen.jumptheatre.com/
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